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1 Introduction 
The Tampa Bay Area Regional Transit Authority (TBARTA) is conducting the Innovative Transit 

Technologies (ITT) study to examine the technical, financial, and regulatory feasibility of implementing 

aerial gondolas, air taxis, and hyperloop technologies. The work for this study is being documented in a 

series of technical memoranda. The literature review represents Technical Memorandum 1. The purpose 

of the literature review is to document the current state of each of the three technologies, the locations 

where they are in operation or testing, their strengths and weaknesses, and as much as possible, the 

unit costs, maintenance considerations, and infrastructure requirements for each technology. The 

literature review included a scan of a variety of sources such as professional journals, conference 

presentations and reports, published project reports, and manufacturer and developer websites. 

The other technical memoranda include: 

 Tech Memo 2 (Industry Interviews) 

 Tech Memo 3 (Government and Regulatory Review) 

 Tech Memo 4 (Preliminary Corridor Analysis) 

Alongside the technology literature review, interviews have been conducted to provide a better 

understanding of the state of the industries. Once these are complete, the study will assess the 

regulatory framework and governance in place, or in development. Using this information, the team will 

assess potential corridor market connections within the Tampa Bay region. The information from these 

technical memoranda will be assembled into a final report.  Figure 1 shows the study process and 

schedule. 

 
 

Figure 1: TBARTA Innovative Transit Technologies Project Schedule and Process 
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2 Literature Review 
The literature review was conducted to understand the potential for applying aerial gondola, air taxis, 

and hyperloop in the Tampa Bay region. Relevant data and resources were collected from periodicals, 

journals, studies, and manufacturer and developer websites. Due to the rapidly advancing state of 

emerging technologies, articles will continue to be collected for the most current technological 

development and advancement.  

The amount and type of content reviewed varies by technology. In regards to air taxis and hyperloop, 

much of the operational information available is from developers that have a stake in their successful 

evaluation and implementation. While some cities, states, and regions have conducted feasibility studies 

and analyses of these technologies, some of these studies (particularly with hyperloop) have been 

conducted in partnership with the technology developer and rely to some degree on assumptions made 

by that same developer. This literature review presents the information as impartially as possible.   

Initial Takeaways 

Aerial Gondola 
Aerial gondolas have been used as a form of transport for centuries and are also referred to as ropeways 

and cable propelled transit (CPT). This technology is characterized by cabins that are pulled along a 

ropeway through the air between stations. CPT is a travel mode option that is environmentally friendly 

(no noise or exhaust emissions), reliable, and provides dedicated guideway above obstructive 

geographic or traffic impediments. While they are mostly associated in the United States (U.S.) with 

theme parks and ski resorts, in other parts of the world they are also used as a reliable form of urban 

transit. There are various types of CPT technology, however the Monocable, Tricable and Aerial Tram 

are the most efficient technologies for urban transit.  

Whereas air taxis and hyperloop are still in research and development, aerial gondolas are in operation 

throughout the world. Because aerial gondolas have been around for so long, their operational and 

infrastructural needs are more well-established. Most of the aerial gondola studies that the literature 

review found were profiles of existing gondola systems in South America and Europe. In the U.S., there 

are only two urban gondola systems in operation - the Portland Aerial Tram in Portland, Oregon and the 

Roosevelt Island Tramway in New York City. The literature review revealed that there is growing interest 

in implementing urban aerial gondola systems. Several U.S. cities have completed feasibility studies of 

urban aerial gondolas, and these studies have identified a number of strengths and weaknesses.  

Strengths 

 Provides transport over geographic barriers or above congested corridors 

 Can be an effective solution when there is limited ROW 

 Lower capital and operating costs in comparison to other transit modes 

 Safe mobility option 

Weaknesses  

 Degraded operational capability during thunderstorms and high winds 

 Emergency evacuation from the cabins can be difficult 

 Can cause privacy concerns if they travel over private property 
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 Could compromise the viewshed  

 System expansion is difficult if not planned for in advance  

 May be perceived as only a tourist attraction 

 Low operating speeds compared to other transit modes 

The Roosevelt Island Tramway in New York City first opened in 1976. It has two stations and two aerial 

tram cars. The service is operated by Leitner-Poma of America but follows the same fare structure as the 

Metropolitan Transportation Authority (MTA) subway and bus system. The current base fare is $2.75 

each way.  

The Portland Aerial Tram opened in December 2006 at a cost of $57 million. Of that amount, Oregon 

Health & Science University (OHSU) provided $40 million. OHSU oversees operation of the Tram, while 

the City of Portland is responsible for maintenance of the stations and tower and provides regulatory 

oversight. The tram travels 3,300 feet between the South Waterfront and Marquam Hill. It has two 

stations and two aerial tram cars. The current fare is $5.10 for a round trip.   

Air Taxi 
Air taxi service has been provided for decades by small fixed-wing aircraft and helicopters. However, its 

application has been limited because of the high operational costs, the noise of the aircraft, and in some 

respects the take-off and landing needs for fixed-wing aircraft. In the last several years, there has been 

renewed interest in this mode of transportation due to research and development of electric Vertical 

Take-Off and Landing (eVTOL) aircraft and improved battery capacity. This method of transportation is 

also referred to as Urban Air Mobility (UAM). The literature review found that there are over 100 

companies in various stages of development of lightweight electric aircraft. These prototype aircraft can 

be grouped into three broad categories, shown in Figure 2. 

 Multirotor: A circular actuator provides efficient hovering capability but is not ideal for cruising. 

These types of UAM vehicles can cruise at speeds of 50-80 mph and have a battery capacity to 

provide a range of 10-25 miles. They can accommodate one to four passengers.  

 Lift + Cruise: Technically, these aircraft are not eVTOL. These aircraft use two different 

propulsion systems: one for hovering and one for cruising. While they have higher cruising 

speeds than multirotor aircraft, they require a runway for take-off and landing, which is not 

ideal for dynamic air taxi service. They can reach speeds of 110-180 mph and have a range of 50-

60 miles. They can accommodate one to four passengers. 

 Vectored Thrust: The vectored thrust aircraft solve some of the inefficiencies of the Lift + Cruise 

type aircraft for air taxi use by using one propulsion system for both the hovering and cruising. 

They have the same range, speed, and passenger capacity as Lift + Cruise aircraft.  
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The federal government has taken notice of the renewed interest in air taxis and UAM. The National 

Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) has been heavily involved in studying the implications of 

air taxi proliferation on the air traffic control system. A NASA commissioned report has identified three 

market areas for UAM. 

 Last-mile delivery: Quick delivery of small packages (less than five pounds) via drones from local 

distribution hubs. While this market area is not a topic of this report, there are references to this 

market when analyzing current trends in regulatory development and governance.  

 Air metros: 10-70-mile trips provided on a pre-determined air corridor on a pre-determined 

schedule. Air metro stops would be defined similar to a bus route or rail line. Each aircraft would 

typically carry three passengers.  

 Air taxis: 10-70-mile trips provided on demand and point-to-point. Due to the on-demand 

nature of the service, a typical air taxi ride would likely average one passenger.  

Because these aircraft are electric, charging and service stations will be necessary to support a UAM 

network. Many of these stations could be located on the rooftops of new or existing buildings. With that 

comes the expense of additional electrification to the building infrastructure. Because air taxis provide 

point-to-point service, they would require a more robust network of charging and service stations than 

an air metro model. The 2018 Urban Air Mobility Market Study commissioned by NASA predicts that air 

Figure 2: Air Taxi Vehicle Types, Photo Source: Briceno, Simon (author). Georgia Institute of Technology, 
2019. 
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taxis will only have a limited market potential by 2030 due to the high investment costs that would be 

needed to create a widespread network of vertiports. It states that air taxis may be concentrated in 

areas of high net worth individuals and businesses (e.g. Manhattan to the surrounding suburbs). In 

contrast, the study predicted that an air metro model could be viable by 2028 and profitable by 2030 

assuming that regulations are in place to accommodate the market. It states further that piloted air 

metro services may be a stepping stone to large-scale autonomous operations. 

Based on the literature review, it is anticipated that there will be small scale demonstration projects of 

air taxi and/or air metro within five years. However, many issues need to be resolved. For example, 

there is a need to develop an Air Traffic Management System (ATMS) that could manage a large influx of 

air taxi and/or air metro aircraft that would be operating at lower altitudes than general/commercial 

aviation typically operates today. To help resolve these issues, the U.S. Department of Transportation 

(USDOT) has established the Non-Traditional Emerging Transportation Technology (NETT) council as an 

internal deliberative body tasked with identifying and resolving jurisdictional and regulatory gaps that 

may impede the deployment of new technologies like air taxis. 

Hyperloop 
Hyperloop is an experimental form of transportation involving a floating pod that travels inside a low-

pressure tube. The concept is not new, with the original concept dating back to Victorian London. In 

1864, the Crystal Palace pneumatic railway used air pressure to push a wagon uphill and a vacuum to 

drag it back down. In 2013, Elon Musk sparked renewed interest in the concept with the release of his 

Hyperloop Alpha paper. It identified concepts, potential costs, and benefits of hyperloop as an 

alternative to high-speed rail. Research and development of hyperloop is being spearheaded by three 

main developers: Virgin Hyperloop One (VHO), Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (Hyperloop TT), 

and TransPod. 

Under the modern concept of hyperloop, almost all of the air is removed from the transport tube, which 

greatly reduces the friction. The pod is propelled down the track via magnetic levitation. Because of the 

reduced friction, the transport pods in theory can reach speeds up to 760 miles per hour. However, 

while the physics of magnetic levitation technology is proven, the operational deployment of hyperloop 

technology has yet to occur. Although there are (as of this writing) three test tracks in the world, none 

of the hyperloop developers have reached 760 mph. The highest speed reached during testing to date 

has been 260 mph.  

Although hyperloop is still in development, it includes a few important characteristics: 

 The tube guideway can be built underground, at-grade, or elevated 

 It assumes autonomous operations 

 It could be used for either passenger or freight transportation 

 The pods/capsules of the three main developers have capacity for approximately 28 people 

If the implementation factors and cost estimates found in the Literature Review remain accurate, 

hyperloop could serve interregional/intercity markets between 200 and 500 miles. A 2016 study 

conducted by the Volpe Center concluded that hyperloop corridors less than 200 miles would not be 

cost- or time-effective. With an assumed effective range of 200 to 500 miles, hyperloop’s main service 

market is similar to short haul air and high-speed rail service. The literature review revealed that 

development of a hyperloop corridor will likely require a public private partnership (P3).  
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There is some debate as to whether hyperloop will be used first for passenger or freight transport. 

Utilizing the technology for freight first presents less risk than operating with passengers. The same 

Volpe study stated that the type of cargo currently served by air would be the most likely market for 

hyperloop service. However, the hub-and-spoke network used for air package delivery by companies like 

UPS and FedEx still has advantages over hyperloop, which is a point-to-point system. The Volpe study 

did not believe that hyperloop would cut significantly into either truck or rail freight. Distances shorter 

than 500 miles can be covered in a day by truck, and rail handles freight that is bulky and not time 

sensitive.   

One of the greatest unknowns with hyperloop is the cost. In his Hyperloop Alpha white paper, Elon 

Musk speculated that a 350-mile hyperloop corridor from Los Angeles to San Francisco would cost $7.5 

billion ($21.4 million per mile) in capital costs alone. However, the 2019 Great Lakes Hyperloop 

Feasibility Study, which was conducted by the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA) 

in cooperation with Hyperloop TT (one of the most extensive hyperloop feasibility studies to date), 

predicts a capital cost more than double that. It predicts that the capital costs of a Chicago to Cleveland 

hyperloop corridor would range $16.4-20.8 billion total ($48.6-65.9 million per mile). The distances of 

the various Chicago to Cleveland route alternatives varied slightly but were between 315 to 330 miles. 

The study predicts that the operational costs would be an additional $436.5 million per year. 

Another great unknown with hyperloop is when it will become operational. Unfortunately, the literature 

reviewed did not provide a reliable timeframe. While some reports indicated that hyperloop could be 

under construction as soon as 2020, this is highly unlikely given the lack of full-scale and full-speed 

testing, and the regulatory framework that still needs to be developed.  

As indicated, USDOT has established the NETT, to assist in identifying a path forward for emerging 

technologies.   

3 Aerial Gondola 
Research content related to Aerial Gondolas is organized by Web Resources Reviewed, followed by 

Literature Review. The Web Resources Reviewed section provides links to developer websites with 

technical content, as well as relevant U.S. project websites for reference. Technical literature, reports 

and resources follow this section with website links (if available), organization/authors, and a review of 

the literature content.  

3.1 Web Resources Reviewed 
The Aerial Gondola industry is dominated by two manufacturers that also typically build and operate the 

systems. This section is organized by these manufacturers, followed by example U.S. project web 

resources.  

3.1.1 Doppelmayr 
Website: https://www.doppelmayr.com/ 

https://www.doppelmayr.com/
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Technology: Aerial Gondola  

Status: Manufacturer, Builder and Operator  

Overview: Doppelmayr has completed more 

than 15,000 installations in 96 countries. The 

website indicated that structures and 

equipment can be individually designed based 

on project needs. The ropeways are 

considered environmentally friendly (no noise 

or exhaust emissions), efficient (high 

reliability), and innovative (by providing a 

dedicated guideway above obstructive 

geographic or traffic impediments).   

Various types of ropeways and cabins can be 

utilized in an urban setting. The aerial gondola 

styles offered by Doppelmayr include Reversible Aerial Tramway, 3S Gondola Lift, and the Detachable 

Gondola Lift (shown in Figure 4). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Doppelmayr MGD-Tramo Expreso, Caracas, 
Venezuela, Photo Source: https://www.doppelmayr.com/ 

Ischalp, Davos Whistler Mountain, Canada Singapore 

Figure 4: Doppelmayr Urban Gondola Styles, Source of Photos: https://www.doppelmayr.com/   

Reversible Aerial Tramway 3S Gondola Detachable Gondola 

https://www.doppelmayr.com/
https://www.doppelmayr.com/
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The Reversible Aerial Tramway is defined by its reversible nature of operations, propelling cabins back 

and forth between station destinations. These use two-track ropes that span a maximum of three 

kilometers (1.9 miles). The trams can travel up to 11.9 

meters/second (39 feet/second; 26 mph). Reversible 

Aerial Tramways can carry 2,000 passengers per hour 

per direction, making them an increasingly used 

option for urban transport. 

The 3S Gondola Lift is a tri-cable detachable gondola 

system that combines the concept of a Reversible 

Aerial Tramway and a Gondola Lift. The 3S Gondola is 

a continuous-movement system with cabins that hold 

38 passengers. The 3S model has a high threshold for 

wind with low energy consumption. The cabin can 

travel 8.5 meters/second (28 feet per second; 19 

mph), and has a transport capacity of 5,500 

passengers per hour and direction.  

The Detachable Gondola Lift can transport four to 15 

passengers per trip and is typically used in ski resorts. 

The Detachable Gondola Lift can travel six meters per second (20 feet per second, 13.5 mph). The 

transport capacity is 4,500 passengers per hour and direction.   

In terms of implementation, the website indicated that the ropeways are generally inexpensive 

compared to other transport modes and have short construction timeframes.  

3.1.2 Leitner Ropeways 
Website: https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/ 

Technology: Aerial Gondola  

Status: Manufacturer, Builder and Operator 

Overview: Leitner was founded in 1888 and evolved to create the 

detachable grip gondola in the 1980s. Their products range from 

ropeway systems to ropeway components. The website indicated 

that gondola lifts are being deployed more and more in urban 

settings. Images of urban ropeways are shown in Figure 6 and 

Figure 7. 

Figure 6: Barcelona/ES, Leitner Ropeways, Photo 
Source: https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/ 

 

 

Figure 5: Doppelmayr Detachable Gondola Lift, MGD Emirates 
Air Line, London, Photo Source: https://www.doppelmayr.com/   

https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/
https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/
https://www.doppelmayr.com/
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The website provided various types of ropeway systems to meet diverse capacity and speed needs. 

While providing a view, they also provide consistent travel times utilizing a dedicated route. Leitner’s 

materials indicated that the capital investment and operating costs are less than other transport options 

(half of streetcar and 1/10 of 

subway). Cabins are accessible 

and provide a stop-and-go 

technology for boarding. 

Leitner’s urban gondola ropeways 

include the Detachable Gondola 

Lift, Tricable and Bicable gondola 

lifts, and Reversible Gondola 

Ropeways. 

Detachable Gondola Lifts are 

noted to travel six meters per second (20 feet per second; 13.5 mph), fit 10 passengers in each cabin, 

and have a capacity of 4,500 persons per hour.  

Tricable and Bicable gondola lifts can cross longer spans (2,500 meters/1.5 miles) and have greater 

resistance to winds. Vehicles can be slowed down and even stopped at stations. Both of these gondola 

types have a higher transport capacity than the Detachable Gondola Lift with 6,000 persons per hour 

and up to 35 passengers per cabin. This gondola can travel up to eight meters per second (26 feet per 

second, 18 mph).  

The Reversible Gondola Ropeway has an eight-seat, 10-seat, or 15-seat cabin. The reversible technology 

is indicated to be best for short trips, with a speed of six meters per second (20 feet per second, 13.5 

mph).  

3.1.3 Disney Skyliner 
Website: https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/skyliner  

Technology: Aerial Gondola  

Status: Operating  

Overview: The Disney Skyliner recently opened 

to guests of Walt Disney World in Lake Buena 

Vista, Florida, to connect Disney’s Hollywood 

Studios and the International Gateway at Epcot 

to several resort hotels: Disney’s Art of 

Animation Resort, Caribbean Beach Resort, Pop 

Century Resort, and Riviera Resort. Aerial 

gondola cabins are themed with iconic Disney 

characters.  

 

 

Figure 7: Leitner Ropeway System Types, Leitner, Photo Source: https://www.leitner-
ropeways.com/en/  

 

 

Figure 8: Disney Skyliner Rendering, Photo Source: 

https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/skyliner/  

 

 

https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/skyliner
https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/
https://www.leitner-ropeways.com/en/
https://disneyworld.disney.go.com/skyliner/
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3.1.4 Portland Aerial Tram 
Website: http://www.gobytram.com/ 

Technology: Aerial Gondola  

Status: Operating  

Overview: The Portland Aerial Tram is an iconic transport 

mode for the City of Portland that travels 3,300 linear feet 

from the South Waterfront to Marquam Hill to reach hospitals, 

residential neighborhoods, trails, and Veterans Affairs. OHSU is 

Portland’s largest employer and medical destination. The tram 

is owned by the City of Portland, however OHSU provided $40 

million of the $57 million capital cost needed to construct the 

tram and covers the operating costs (through a contract with 

Doppelmayr).  

There are two cabins that have a capacity of 79 people with 

the operator. The tram operates weekdays from 5:30am to 

9:30pm, Saturdays 9am to 5pm, and is closed on Sundays. The round-trip fare cost is $5.10 and an 

annual pass is $100.   

The City of Portland owns the Portland Aerial Tram and reports data on it to the Federal Transit 

Administration’s National Transit Database. The City reported that the aerial tram carried 2,068,009 

passengers in 2018 and that its operating expenses were $2,869,448. This translates into a cost of $1.39 

per passenger trip. By comparison, HART and PSTA reported 2018 operating expenses per capita trip of 

$6.10 and $5.82, respectively.1  

 

                                                           
1 Source: Urban Integrated National Database (iNTD) for the Portland data and 2019 Florida Transit Information 
and Performance Handbook for the HART and PSTA data. 

Figure 9: Portland Aerial Tram, Photo Source: 

http://www.gobytram.com/  

 

 

http://www.gobytram.com/
http://www.gobytram.com/
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3.1.5 Roosevelt Island Tramway 
Website: https://rioc.ny.gov/302/Tram 

Technology: Aerial Gondola  

Status: Operating  

Overview: The Roosevelt Island Tramway provides urban 

transport services every seven to 15 minutes between 59th 

Street and Second Avenue in Manhattan to Tramway Plaza on 

Roosevelt Island.  

The website indicated that the tram accepts MTA MetroCards 

and follows the same fare structure as the rest of the MTA 

transit. The current base fare is $2.75 each way. Service 

frequency varies by time of day from every seven minutes to 

every 15 minutes. 

3.2 Literature Reviewed 
For the purposes of analyzing Aerial Gondola, various studies and publications were reviewed in order to 

understand the applicability of the transit mode, service type, and findings.   

3.2.1 Aerial Cable Transit Feasibility Study 
Website: http://miamidadetpo.org/library/studies/aerial-cable-transit-feasbility-study-final-report-

2016-02.pdf 

Organization: Miami Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Author: Jacobs  

Publication Date: February 2016 

Overview: A needs assessment was conducted for the Miami area examining connections from Florida 

International University (FIU), the Miami lntermodal Center (MIC), Marlins Park/Little Havana, the 

Health District, Downtown Miami, Port Miami and South Miami Beach. 

The study provided a snapshot of aerial cable technologies, operations structure and characteristics, and 

amenities. Case studies were provided on currently (as of publication) operating urban aerial cable 

systems as well as proposed systems. 

An alternatives assessment was conducted for the various connections noted above. Estimated capital 

and operations and maintenance cost were developed.  

Feasibility analysis focused on Monocable Detachable Gondola. The report concluded that Aerial Cable 

Transit systems are most appropriately implemented for short, single segment lengths of from one half 

mile to two miles and for linked segment distances of up to five miles. 

Potential next steps were provided including funding options.  

Figure 10: Roosevelt Island Tramway, Photo Source: 
https://rioc.ny.gov/302/Tram/  

 

https://rioc.ny.gov/302/Tram
http://miamidadetpo.org/library/studies/aerial-cable-transit-feasbility-study-final-report-2016-02.pdf
http://miamidadetpo.org/library/studies/aerial-cable-transit-feasbility-study-final-report-2016-02.pdf
https://rioc.ny.gov/302/Tram
http://www.gobytram.com/
http://www.gobytram.com/
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3.2.2 San Diego Bay to Balboa Park Skyway Feasibility Report  
Website: https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1956_19279.pdf 

Organization: San Diego Association of Governments 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Author: Parsons Brinckerhoff  

Publication Date: June 19, 2015 

Overview: The purpose of the San Diego Bay to Balboa Park Skyway Feasibility Report was to determine 

the feasibility of implementing an aerial cableway (Skyway) as a mode of urban mobility for the San 

Diego region. This report is limited to the issues and challenges of constructing an approximately two-

mile skyway in the 6th Avenue corridor from the Gaslamp Quarter in Downtown San Diego to Balboa 

Park. 

The Existing Conditions section of the report provided an overview of the corridor features, facilities, 

regulatory, and associated environmental issues that could influence the implementation and operation 

of the proposed Skyway. 

The Skyway System Requirements section of the report identified the various physical and operating 

components of the proposed Skyway project, including the guideway length, tower and station 

requirements, and power system. A preliminary operating concept and associated cabin requirements 

were also presented. 

The Skyway Market Assessment section of the report identified likely market segments (commuters, 

residents, and tourists), likelihood of utilization or ridership propensity, and presented a preliminary 

range of ridership for near-term operations. 

The Skyway Alignment Concept section of the report presented preliminary drawings and conceptual 

specifications of the proposed Skyway alignment, the height and type of towers (including foundation 

requirements), and design concepts for both terminal and intermediate stations. 

The Skyway Implementation Costs and Financing section of the report provided estimates of the costs to 

construct and operate the proposed Skyway projects and reviewed options for funding and 

implementing the project. 

The Next Steps section of report outlined the actions and design considerations necessary to carry the 

proposed Skyway project forward. The report indicated that the Skyway would be feasible, but must 

address several environmental and regulatory challenges, including glide path clearances, parkland 

protection, interface with several interstates, historic properties, visual issues with nearby communities, 

permitting, and crossing a trolley corridor.  

3.2.3 Burnaby Mountain Gondola Transit –Feasibility Study 
Website: https://www.translink.ca/-

/media/Documents/plans_and_projects/rapid_transit_projects/burnaby_mtn_gondola/BMGT_Feasibilit

y_Study_04-27-2018.pdf 

Organization: TransLink 

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_1956_19279.pdf
https://www.translink.ca/-/media/Documents/plans_and_projects/rapid_transit_projects/burnaby_mtn_gondola/BMGT_Feasibility_Study_04-27-2018.pdf
https://www.translink.ca/-/media/Documents/plans_and_projects/rapid_transit_projects/burnaby_mtn_gondola/BMGT_Feasibility_Study_04-27-2018.pdf
https://www.translink.ca/-/media/Documents/plans_and_projects/rapid_transit_projects/burnaby_mtn_gondola/BMGT_Feasibility_Study_04-27-2018.pdf
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Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Author: CH2M HILL 

Date: April 2018 

Overview: In 2009, an initial feasibility study commissioned in British Columbia, Canada by Simon Fraser 

University (SFU) Community Trust, the authority developing the University community, indicated that a 

gondola as a transit alternative to diesel bus service could improve travel time, service frequency, 

reliability, and greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions. 

From the basis of that finding, the South Coast British Columbia Transportation Authority (TransLink) 

commissioned CH2M HILL Canada Limited in 2011 to conduct a full business case analysis for the 

technology which assessed alternative transit technologies, route options, costs, and benefits. The 2011 

business case identified a preferred solution: a 2.7-kilometre (km) alignment from Production Way-

University SkyTrain Station to the SFU Town Square and transit loop on Burnaby Mountain, using 3S 

gondola technology. 

In 2011, the Burnaby Mountain Gondola Transit (BMGT) project was estimated to cost $114 million to 

build and $3.0-3.5 million per year to operate. It was demonstrated that the benefits of the gondola 

clearly outweighed the costs. However, due to constrained capacity for new capital spending on regional 

transit, no further action was taken. 

In 2017, TransLink retained CH2M to conduct a feasibility study to confirm whether the findings of the 

2011 business case remained valid, and to assess an alternative alignment. The study concluded that a 

gondola connection still had merit, but additional planning work was needed to move the project 

forward towards construction. 

3.2.4 Cable Propelled People Movers in Urban Environments  
Website: https://trid.trb.org/view/370856 

Organization: Transportation Research Record   

Publication/Format: Academic Journal Volume 1349 

Author: Edward S. Neumann 

Date: 1992 

Overview: This academic journal article examined cable propelled movers and their applications to date 

in urban environments. The academic article provided a snapshot of how CPT works. Cabins receive no 

electricity and any associated cabin features (heating, lighting, etc.) complicates the systems cost, 

complexity, and weight.  

A classification of gondola systems was provided based on reversible and continuous gondola 

technology (whether cabins reverse directions or return). A description of the technologies operations 

as a system was discussed. A generalization of the technologies' speeds, capacities, and costs was 

provided.   

https://trid.trb.org/view/370856
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Finally, example applications were provided including Regional Transit Feeder, Downtown Circulators, 

Airport Connection, Remote Parking Connection, Campus Circulation, and Leisure Venues. 

In general, the age of the report reduces its applicability to the TBARTA ITT study. There is more current 

information on which to study, but did provide provide useful examples of applications. 

3.2.5 Hercules Aerial Tram/Mobility Study & Report 
Website: http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/aerialtram.pdf  

Organization: Reconnecting America 

Publication/Format: Report 

Author: Reconnecting America 

Overview: The Study informed the Hercules, California Council and Staff about the possibility of utilizing 

an aerial ropeway to connect the City’s waterfront to the new town center.  

The study provided technical information on the various types of aerial ropeways and their applications 

in comparison with buses and streetcars. This included speeds, capital cost, capacities, etc. System 

components, vendors, and capital and operating costs were provided.  

A historical review of aerial ropeways system was provided, and their current implementation status.  

The report provided common reasons for implementing an aerial cable system as well as the advantages 

and disadvantages. Existing systems operating in the U.S. were profiled as well.  

An additional section provided costs and benefits of other modes of transportation that could make a 

similar connection to the project outlined at the beginning of the study.  

The study concluded with a review of possible funding sources.  

3.2.6 Downtown to Airport Skyway Feasibility Study 
Website: https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_577_25536.pdf 

Organization: San Diego Association of Governments 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Author: WSP, USA Inc.  

Date: September 2018 

Overview: The Study examined the feasibility of connecting Downtown San Diego to San Diego 

International airport, including intermediate stops, through an aerial cableway. This feasibility study 

evaluated potential markets and ridership, assessed application of aerial cableway systems, developed 

order-of-magnitude capital and operating costs, and outlined potential community and environmental 

issues. 

A brief assessment of existing conditions was provided including existing roadways, transit service, 

bicycle, and pedestrian facilities, preliminary analysis of corridor ROW, utilities, topography, and 

planned and future facilities. 

http://www.reconnectingamerica.org/assets/Uploads/aerialtram.pdf
https://www.sandag.org/uploads/projectid/projectid_577_25536.pdf
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The report provided a snapshot of existing aerial cableways and their associated operating 

characteristics. General operating requirements were outlined including stations, towers, cabins, cabin 

storage and maintenance, cables, and grips. 

Proposed “Skyway Alignment Concepts” were explored as part of the report. 

The regional travel demand model was then used to assess ridership and potential markets. A 

preliminary ridership forecast was developed based on the assessment. 

The report continued by providing capital cost, operations and maintenance costs, financing options and 

project delivery options. 

The report concluded with an analysis of environmental and community issues including regulatory 

requirements.  

3.2.7 Aerial Tram Systems (Fort Myers Beach Congestion Mitigation Study) 
Organization: Town of Ft. Myers Beach  

Publication/Format: Study 

Authors: CRSPE, Inc. and PBS&J 

Date: Fall 2003 

Overview: This report assessed the viability of providing mobility options to Ft. Myers Beach with an 

aerial tram system. The report provided an outline of the aerial tram system options, operations, and 

historical uses. A brief snapshot of aerial tram systems in operation were provided.  

Detailed information on the available aerial tram technologies was summarized. A special section 

analyzed aerial tramways issues with wind and lightning safety. In general, the operators contacted 

advised against operating the systems during lightning events.  

The final section looked at applicability to the Ft. Myers Beach market.  

3.2.8 Georgetown – Rosslyn Gondola Feasibility Study 
Website: http://www.georgetownrosslyngondola.com/feasibility-study 

Organization: Georgetown-Rosslyn Gondola Coalition 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Author: ZGF Architects LLP etc.  

Date: November 3, 2016 

Overview: This study was a high-level preliminary assessment of the feasibility of connecting 

Georgetown to Rosslyn via gondola. The study began by examining the possible alignments connection 

businesses in both Georgetown and Rosslyn, access to Georgetown University, and connections to 

existing and potential transit. The various aerial ropeway systems and their operating characteristics 

were described. The aerial ropeway system components were outlined including spatial requirements.  

http://www.georgetownrosslyngondola.com/feasibility-study
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Three corridors were identified for the study and strived to be in proximity to the Metro Station. 

Gondola tower structures and their locations were deemed to be of critical importance to the project in 

terms of high-quality design and limiting impacts to viewsheds. Station locations were tested to 

determine potential tower locations.  

Potential ridership was developed from the regional travel demand model. Potential travel markets 

were identified based on the development of travel shed accessibilities with and without the gondolas.   

A brief snapshot of aerial tram systems in operation were provided. Existing demographic and ridership 

characteristics were developed for existing systems as well as the potential Georgetown-Rosslyn System.  

A high-level economic assessment assessed the potential success of transit-oriented development (TOD) 

for the two station areas.  

The report provided a preliminary timeframe and requirements for design approval and permitting. An 

agency by agency breakdown of requirements was provided. A Viewshed analysis identified potential 

impacts to residential and business viewsheds. 

The report continued by providing capital cost, operations and maintenance costs, and financing 

options.  

3.2.9 Sorrento Valley Skyway Feasibility Study 
Website: https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_2095_21562.pdf 

Authors: WSP Parsons Brinkerhoff 

Organization: San Diego Association of Governments (SANDAG) 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Date: January 2017 

Overview: This study investigated the feasibility of aerial cableway connections between the future Mid-

Coast Light Rail Transit (LRT) line and the Sorrento Valley/Sorrento Mesa employment areas, including a 

connection with the existing Coaster commuter rail service in Sorrento Valley. 

The study began by analyzing existing conditions and identifying needs. This included discussions on 

study area geography, activity centers, land uses, existing and planned transportation facilities, existing 

and planned transit. The resulting analysis suggested the need for potential transit improvements.   

The next segment of the study provided an overview of aerial cableway technologies and the 

characteristics of systems currently in operation. The study also discussed the advantages and 

disadvantages of the technology.  

A market assessment was developed using the regional travel demand model to test potential demand 

for transit connections in the region and assessing aerial cableway transit for this study area. The next 

step in the study was to analyze a series of proposed alternatives connecting the various markets 

identified. The analysis consisted of capital cost, operation & maintenance cost, ridership, cost-

effectiveness, community, and environmental considerations.  

https://www.sandag.org/uploads/publicationid/publicationid_2095_21562.pdf
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Additionally, financing and project delivery options were outlined for the project. The report concluded 

with an analysis of environmental and community issues including regulatory requirements.  

3.2.10 Aerial Ropeway Transportation Systems in the Urban Environment: State 

of the Art 
Website: https://trid.trb.org/view/1135442 

Organization: Journal of Transportation Engineering 

Authors: B. Alshalalfah; A. Shalaby; S. Dale; and F. M. Y. Othman    

Publication/Format: Study 

Date: February 2011 

Overview: This study assessed the current practice of using “Aerial Ropeway Transit” (ART) as an urban 

transit solution. The study began by defining ART and the system components which include: 

 Cabins 

 Stations 

 Towers 

 Ropes 

 Evacuation and Rescue Systems 

The following segment of the study provided a brief overview of the ART technology types and their 

generalized operating characteristics. Technologies Included: 

 Aerial Tram 

 Dual-Haul Aerial Tramways 

 Monocable Detachable Gondolas 

 Bicable Detachable Gondolas 

 Tricable Detachable Gondolas 

The study concluded with case studies or ART implementation across the world.  

Some important takeaways included: 

 Most implementation has been in the form of single lines. Intersecting lines and transfer 

stations are not straightforward.  

 The mode is not likely to reach the capacity of LRT or Bus Rapid Transit (BRT). 

 Terminal stations have larger footprints than the terminals of other transit modes.  

 Backup diesel engines have been developed to address power failures.   

 

3.2.11 Cable Car Confidential 
Organization: Creative Urban Projects Inc. 

Authors: Dale, S.; Imhäuser, T.; Chu, N. 

Publication/Format: Guide 

https://trid.trb.org/view/1135442
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Date: 2013 

Overview: Cable Car Confidential is a comprehensive industry guide on CPT.  

The guide introduced the technology and history. The guide also provided information on the main 

manufacturers of the technology.  

The guide outlined all the cable components as well as their generalized spatial requirements. Six 

different CPT technologies were outlined including generalized operating characteristics. 

The third segment of the guide outlines common CPT features of interest including: 

 Speed 

 Safety 

 Stations 

 Cornering 

 Towers 

 Cabins 

 Expansion Possibilities 

 Service Quality 

 Implementation Costs 

 Operations & Maintenance.  

The guide continued by reviewing popular use cases for CPT including: 

 Crossing Rivers and Channels 

 Urban Peaks 

 Transit Extensions 

 Airport Connectors 

 Urban Circulators 

The report concludes with profiles of currently operating CPT systems. 

 

4 Air Taxi  
Research content related to Air Taxis and UAM is organized by Web Resources Reviewed, followed by 

Literature Review. The Web Resources Reviewed section provides links to developer websites with 

technical content. Technical literature, reports and resources follow this section with website links (if 

available), organization/authors, and a review of the literature content.  
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4.1 Web Resources Reviewed 
The UAM industry is flooded with developers and technology companies racing forward to make UAM a 

reality. Media reports indicate there are over 100 companies that are in various stages of development 

of air taxis. As such, it is not possible to include detailed descriptions of all these aircraft in the literature 

review. Therefore, the majority of the literature review focuses on detailed descriptions of air taxis 

developers that either have an aircraft in flight testing or have at least built a prototype. A bulleted list 

of other air taxis developers is provided after the detailed descriptions.  

4.1.1 Airbus 
Website: https://www.airbus.com/innovation/urban-air-

mobility/vehicle-

demonstrators/vahana.html#specifications 

Aircraft: CityAirbus, Vahana 

Status: Development, Flight Testing 

Overview: Airbus was developed 50 years ago with a 

focus on designing, manufacturing and delivering 

aerospace products for commercial aircraft, helicopters, 

defense and space. Their portfolio shows 10,926 aircraft, 

and 12,000 helicopters delivered. Their website indicated 

that they are the 2nd largest space company in the world and a top 10 defense company. Airbus is a self-

funded company with a Research and Development (R&D) budget of 3 billion euros and over 37,000 

patents.  

Acubed is Airbus’ innovation arm that financed the Vahana prototype for UAM.  

Technology: AirBus has two eVTOL prototypes that have 

been demonstrated: CityAirbus and Vahana.  

CityAirbus is a four-seat eVTOL multi-copter demonstrated 

in May 2019. The CityAirbus reaches approximately 120 

km/h (75 mph) and has a battery capacity of 110 kWh. The 

website indicates it is remotely piloted with advanced 

control systems and is fully electric. The multi-copter is 

designed to produce less noise than a traditional helicopter.  

The Vahana is a one-seat eVTOL aircraft configurated as a 

tandem tilt wing prototype, which enables it to achieve 

both vertical take-off and landing as well as cross-city flight 

range on battery power. The cruise speed is 100 knots (190 

km/h (118 mph)), it is a single capacity vehicle, designed to 

be self-piloted. The Vahana has a battery capacity of 385 kWh. The company website indicated that the 

aircraft is equipped with the onboard detection-and-avoidance systems that can identify both air and 

ground hazards. The Airbus website states that the Vahana has flown over 80 full-scale test flights and is 

four times faster than cars. The Vahana completed its first full-scale test in 2018 and is currently 

Figure 11: AirBus CityAirbus Multi-copter eVTOL, Photo 
Source: www.airbus.com  

 

Figure 12: Airbus Vahana Tilt Wing eVTOL, Photo Source: 
www.airbus.com  

 

https://www.airbus.com/innovation/urban-air-mobility/vehicle-demonstrators/vahana.html#specifications
https://www.airbus.com/innovation/urban-air-mobility/vehicle-demonstrators/vahana.html#specifications
https://www.airbus.com/innovation/urban-air-mobility/vehicle-demonstrators/vahana.html#specifications
http://www.airbus.com/
http://www.airbus.com/
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completing flight testing related to flight controls, navigation, failure detection and mitigation, and 

noise.  

AirBus already has a helicopter booking platform called “Voom” for urban air travel. The service is 

currently available in Mexico and Brazil.  

4.1.2 Airspace Experience Technologies 
Website: https://www.iflyasx.com/mission  

Aircraft: MOBi-ONE 

Status: Development 

Overview: Airspace Experience Technologies (ASX) is aiming to provide an eco-friendly (eVTOL) aircraft 

that will connect cities, suburbs, support airports, and reduce the amount of time commuters spend in 

traffic. The aircraft is being designed to fly either pilot assisted or fully autonomous with hybrid-electric 

capabilities. Recent reports indicated that ASX is currently building full-scale testbed vehicles, with the 

goal to fly the prototype by 2021. 

Technology: The MOBi-ONE eVTOL is a five-passenger aircraft that has a cruise velocity of 241 km/hr 

(150 mph) and a max velocity of 482 km/hr (300 mph). Based in Michigan, ASX indicated that the MOBI-

ONE will be able to connect cities more quickly – specifically, the one-hour drive from Ann Arbor to 

Detroit will become a 15-minute flight instead. The electric range of this hybrid-electric aircraft is 104 

km (65 miles). The technology can be fully autonomous or pilot assisted.  

ASX started design and development in 2017, followed by testing and validation. In 2019, the company 

started towards certification and designing and engineering the tools needed for manufacturing. There 

are no planned flights, but the company’s goal is to deploy by 2025.  

 

Infrastructure Need: ASX’s website 

indicated that the first step to roll 

out service is to use the 

underutilized community/regional 

airports around the nation that 

surround urban centers and 

airports. Then they will begin to 

leverage a build-out of urban 

skyports.  

Research content also indicated 

that their aircraft will utilize 

broadband and/or vehicle-to-

everything (V2X) near range 

communication to connect to smart cities so that UAM can be safety managed.  

Figure 13: Airspace Experience Technologies: MOBi-ONE VTOL, Photo Source: 
www.iflyasx.com 

 

https://www.iflyasx.com/mission
http://www.iflyasx.com/
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4.1.3 Alakai Skai 
Website: https://skai.co/simple  

https://transportup.com/skai-by-alakai-technologies/ 

Aircraft: Skai 

Status: Development, Prototype Build 

Overview: Alakai promises the first hydrogen fuel cell 

powered eVTOL aircraft with zero pollution. The aircraft 

is a six-rotor multi-copter with a capacity of up to five 

passengers. Research content on Alakai’s eVTOL 

indicated that the rotors are individually attached to the 

cabin, providing a low amount of noise and vibration. The 

projected performance goals are for the aircraft to have a 

four-hour flight duration and a refueling time under 10 

minutes. The technology is aimed to support urban and regional trips up to 400 miles with up to a 1,000-

pound payload.  

Skai partnered with the BMW Group (Designworks) to develop the design of the vehicle, which includes 

stylish and comfortable materials and accents. Cabins have 5G Wi-Fi.  

Technology: One of the most notable aspects of Alakai’s Skai technology is that it is reported to use a 

hydrogen fuel cell powertrain and provides a range of up to four hours and 400 miles. The average 

speed is indicated to be 118 mph (85 mph for local trips). Alakai’s website indicated that their Skai 

aircraft is equipped with advanced Fly-By-Light technology, which uses fiber-optic cables instead of 

metallic wiring to improve flight control. The Alakai team has been working on better signal redundancy 

and speed to create a system that will be immune from lightning strikes or transmission towers. All of 

the electronic systems are indicated to be FAA certified.  

4.1.4 Aurora Flight Sciences 
Website: http://www.aurora.aero/  

Aircraft: Pegasus Passenger Air Vehicle (PAV), Aurora LightningStrike 

Status: Development   

Overview: Aurora Flight Sciences was founded in 

1989 in Alexandria for atmospheric research. 

Aurora has spent the last 30 years focusing on 

designing, producing and flying unmanned air 

vehicles. Aurora is now an independent subsidiary 

of Boeing. Boeing is one of the partners to the Uber 

Elevate team. 

Figure 14: Alakai Skai aircraft, Photo source: 
www.skai.com/simple    

 

Figure 15: Aurora Flight Sciences Passenger Air Vehicle, Photo 
Source: http://www.aurora.aero/ 

 

https://skai.co/simple
https://transportup.com/skai-by-alakai-technologies/
http://www.aurora.aero/
http://www.skai.com/simple
http://www.aurora.aero/
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Pegasus Technology: Pegasus PAV is being designed for fully autonomous flight from take-off to landing. 

The company is designing both a two-seater and a four-seater aircraft. This eVTOL aircraft has eight 

propellers for vertical flight, a tail mounted pusher propeller for forward flight and a three-surface wing 

configuration for cruising. The aircraft is 30 ft (9.14 m) long, 28 ft (8.53 m) wide, has a maximum range 

of 50 miles (80 km), can carry a load of 496 lbs (225 kg), and has a maximum speed of 112 mph (180 

km/h).   

Aurora LightingStrike Technology: The LightningStrike is a hybrid-electric vertical 

take-off and landing (VTOL) aircraft with a ducted fan. The aircraft was 

created by Aurora with partners Rolls-Royce and Honeywell with 

funding from the Defense Advanced Research Projects 

Agency. The company states that the LightningStrike 

is the first eVTOL aircraft in history to incorporate 

both a tilt wing and a canard (forewing) into its design.  

4.1.5 Astro Aerospace  
Website: https://www.flyastro.com/  

Aircraft: ELROY, ALTA  

   

Status: Development   

Overview: Astro is developing UAM aircraft referred to as passenger drones. Astro is testing two 

different models. The original Elroy model was created in 2016. Per Astro’s website it was the first 

eVTOL aircraft worldwide to fly successfully both unmanned and manned. The maximum speed for the 

ELROY is 70 km/h (44 mph) with a flight time of 25 minutes. Astro’s website indicates that the ELROY is 

designed for operating in dense urban environments and for long commutes. The ELROY is referred to as 

a drone that is slightly larger than a compact car and fits in most garages. 

The ALTA is the newest addition to the passenger drone program. This variation referenced several 

applications including passenger, cargo, agriculture, med-evac, rescue and military. The ALTA is noted as 

fitting into a 20 ft shipping container for transport.  

4.1.6 Bell 
Website: https://www.bellflight.com/products/bell-nexus  

Figure 16: Aurora Flight Sciences LightningStrike, Photo 
Source: http://www.aurora.aero/ 

Figure 17: Astro Elroy Passenger Drone, 
Photo Source: www.flyastro.com  

Figure 18: Astro ALTA Passenger Drone, Photo 
Source: www.flyastro.com 

https://www.flyastro.com/
https://www.bellflight.com/products/bell-nexus
http://www.aurora.aero/
http://www.flyastro.com/
http://www.flyastro.com/
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https://transportup.com/bell-air-taxi/ 

Aircraft: Bell Nexus  

Status: Development, Prototype Build 

Overview: Bell Flight is headquartered in 

Fort Worth, Texas, as a subsidiary of 

Textron, Inc, and has been around for 80 

years. The company list of credentials 

included being the first company to certify a 

commercial helicopter; being a part of 

NASA’s first lunar mission; and bringing the 

first advanced tiltrotor systems to the 

market. Bell has a vast number of model 

helicopters in operations today. 

The Bell Nexus promises to turn a 45-minute drive into a 10-minute flight. The Bell Nexus is a four-duct 

vehicle configurable in an electric or hybrid-electric platform. The design of the Bell Nexus is centered 

around transporting people, goods, and data. Based on reports reviewed, there are two different Bell 

Nexus designs – the 6HX for inter-urban trips up to 150 miles, and the 4EX for intra-urban trips up to 60-

miles. The passenger capacity is four plus one pilot.  

4.1.7 Beta Technologies, Inc 
Website: https://www.beta.team/   

Technology: Ava XC, ALIA 

Status: Flight Testing  

Overview: Beta Technologies was 

founded in 2017 and is working on 

their Ava XC to be used for regional 

travel, UAM, and regional cargo. The 

ALIA aircraft has fixed propellers and 

one dedicated push propeller. While 

the ALIA is a newer prototype, the 

company indicated it will carry 6,000 

pounds up to 250 miles on a single charge. According to the Beta website, the ALIA is designed to be the 

world’s largest electric aircraft and has begun the manufacturing of the world’s first megawatt-scale 

aircraft recharging station.  

4.1.8 Boeing  
Website: http://www.boeing.com/NeXt/index.html  

https://transportup.com/aurora-flight-sciences-evtol/  

Project: Boeing NeXt  

Figure 19: Bell Nexus eVTOL Concept, Photo source: 
https://www.bellflight.com/products/bell-nexus 

 

Figure 20: BETA AVA XC, Photo source: www.beta.team 

 

https://transportup.com/bell-air-taxi/
https://www.beta.team/
http://www.boeing.com/NeXt/index.html
https://transportup.com/aurora-flight-sciences-evtol/
https://www.bellflight.com/products/bell-nexus
http://www.beta.team/
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Status: Development, Flight Testing  

Overview: Since Boeing was founded in 1916, it has become one of the leading aerospace companies. 

The Boeing NeXT project is their foray into the UAM market for cargo and passengers. They have 

entered into a number of strategic partnerships with other companies (e.g. Porsche and Kitty Hawk). 

They also acquired Aurora Flight Sciences, which is now an independent subsidiary of Boeing.  

4.1.9 Carter Aviation Technologies 
Website: http://carteraero.com/home2/  

Aircraft: Carter Aviation Air Taxi 

Status: Development  

Overview: The Carter Aviation Air Taxi is a Slowed Rotor Compound, or SRC, aircraft, which is a hybrid 

between an airplane and a rotorcraft. The aircraft is being projected to reach a speed up to 281 km/h 

(175 mph). The aircraft can carry six people, one pilot and five passengers, the primary focus will be 

used primarily for urban mobility and short passenger trips.   

Carter Aviation Technologies’ intellectual portfolio was acquired by Jaunt Air Mobility in an effort to 

become a part of the Uber Elevate program.  

4.1.10 EHang 
Website:https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobil

ity%20Systems.pdf   

https://transportup.com/ehang-216/ 

Aircraft: Ehang 216 

Status: Flight Testing  

Overview: EHang has developed an eVTOL multi-

copter with over 2,000 trial flights throughout the 

world. The EHang 184 was its prototype model. It 

was powered by eight 12kw motors and could 

carry a single passenger for a 20-minute flight. The 

EHang 216 is the upgraded version of the EHang 

184. It is a two-seater model that has eight 

additional motors and propellers. Materials 

reviewed indicated that the 216 has made over 

2,000 manned flights as of January 2020.  It is 

reported to have a speed of 80 mph. EHang recently 

announced their permits to operate in both Norway and Spain; in Norway, EHang is using eVTOL to 

reduce the need for short-haul helicopter routes between offshore oil facilities and the mainland. EHang 

also recently conducted a test flight in the U.S. under the North Carolina UAS Integration Pilot Program, 

a collaboration with the FAA. 

Figure 21: Ehang 216 Vehicle, Photo Source: EHang Research, 
White Paper on Urban Air Mobility, EHang, January 15, 2020 

http://carteraero.com/home2/
https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobility%20Systems.pdf
https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobility%20Systems.pdf
https://transportup.com/ehang-216/
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EHang released a white paper in January 2020 that envisions the future of UAM with the use of 

Automated Aerial Vehicles (AAV). The white paper proposed a UAM structure that operates like an on-

demand bus system. This structure would be a series of base points in a network controlled by a central 

command and control platform.   

Infrastructure Needs: E-Ports allowing rooftop landing. 

4.1.11 EmbraerX 
Website: https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en  

Aircraft: EmbraerX DreamMaker 

Status: Development, Prototype Build, and 

Study  

Overview: Embraer S.A. is a Brazilian 

aerospace company that was founded in 

1969. It is the third largest producer of civil 

aircraft after Boeing and Airbus. EmbraerX is 

a U.S.-based division of Embraer that is 

focused on the development of eVTOL 

aircraft. EmbraerX is headquartered in Ft. 

Lauderdale, Florida.  In 2017, EmbraerX 

signed a partnership with Uber to become 

part of their Uber Elevate network. EmbraerX is 

one of seven aircraft manufacturers in this network that are developing an eVTOL aircraft design for 

Uber’s planned aerial ridesharing service.  

In partnership with Atech and Harris, EmbraerX developed the “Flight Plan 2030” white paper which set 

forth a concept of air traffic management. The concept envisioned a mainstream UAM transportation 

network that provides equitable access, minimizes risk, optimizes the airspace and provides adaptable 

solutions. The report described various technologies that will need to evolve over the next 10 years to 

enable the industry. The paper emphasized procedures, human-centered design principals for 

infrastructure, and calls stakeholders to action.  

EmbraerX’s eVTOL concept has eight electric propellers, can hold five people, one pilot, and four 

passengers, and is ADA friendly. The operating altitude will be between 2600-3300 ft.   

4.1.12 Hyundai 
Website: https://evtol.com/news/hyundai-sa1-air-taxi-uber-elevate/ 

https://www.hyundainews.com/en-us/releases/2941 

Aircraft: S-A1 

Figure 22: EmbraerX DreamMaker, Photo source: 
https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en  

 

https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en
https://evtol.com/news/hyundai-sa1-air-taxi-uber-elevate/
https://www.hyundainews.com/en-us/releases/2941
https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en
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Status: Concept Development  

Overview: The Hyundai Motor 

Company is partnering with 

Uber with a new eVTOL concept. 

The vehicle concept is based on 

Uber’s reference models, with a 

four-passenger capacity, an 

intended cruise speed of 180 

mph, and a range of 60 miles. 

The goal is for recharging to take 

only five to seven minutes. The 

S-A1 is a winged aircraft with 

four tilting propellers. Smaller rotors that spin at slower speeds are intended to make the eVTOL 

quieter.  

Press releases following the unveiling of the partnership indicated that the principles of Hyundai’s 

concept are safety, quiet operations, affordability, and passenger-centered design. Hyundai has focused 

on three main elements to provide smart mobility as a “Smart Mobility Provider”: UAM, Purpose Built 

Vehicles (PBV) and “The Hub”. PBV was described as smart, integrated ground transportation with 

purpose in mind for vehicles with specific mobility functions; whether transit, medical, or personal, as 

well as artificial intelligent for determining optimal routes. “The Hub” is an integrated mobility hub 

infrastructure concept that incorporates the PBV and UAM to enhance community connectivity.  

4.1.13 Jaunt Air Mobility  
Website: https://www.jauntairmobility.com/  

https://transportup.com/the-hangar/ 

Aircraft: Jaunt ROSA 

Status: Prototype Build  

Overview: Jaunt Air Mobility is 

another partner to Uber. The company was 

founded in 2019 and recently acquired the Carter 

Aviation Technology’s intellectual portfolio. 

They are focused on the development of what 

is called Reduced Rotor Operating Speed 

(ROSA) aircraft. The illustrated design looks like a 

helicopter merged with an airplane. A large two-bladed 

propeller provides the vertical thrust for take-off and 

landing while the wings give it lift during flight. The dual nature of the 

rotor and wings is intended to result in less noise. Their Jaunt ROSA eVTOL concept is a single pilot, four 

passenger rotorcraft with a maximum speed of 175 mph. The company plans to conduct demonstration 

flights in 2022. Their website shows the FAA certification process occurring from 2023 to 2025, with 

autonomous flight in 2030.   

Figure 24: Jaunt ROSA eVTOL Design Concept, 
Photo Source: https://www.jauntairmobility.com/ 

Figure 23: Hyundai Motor Presents Vision for Human-Centered Future Cities 
through Smart Mobility Solutions at CES 2020, Hyundai, January 2, 2020: 
https://www.hyundainews.com/en-us/releases/2941 

 

https://www.jauntairmobility.com/
https://transportup.com/the-hangar/
https://www.hyundainews.com/en-us/releases/2941
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4.1.14 Joby 
Website: https://www.jobyaviation.com/  

Aircraft: Joby S2 

Status: Prototype Testing 

Overview: In 2009 Joby Aviation started working 

on electric aircraft in Santa Cruz, California. They 

are building testing facilities in Marina, California.  

The company just received a $394 million 

investment from Toyota, bringing their series C 

financing to $590 million.  

The Joby eVTOL is a four-passenger aircraft that is 

fully electric that can go up to 200 mph, and has a 

projected range of 150 miles from one charge. The Joby website indicated the aircraft would be 100 

times more quiet than conventional aircraft.  

4.1.15 Kittyhawk (Wisk) 
Website: https://wisk.aero/  

https://transportup.com/kittyhawk-cora/  

Aircraft: Kittyhawk Cora 

Status: Flight Testing  

Overview: Wisk was formed as a joint venture between the Boeing Company and Kitty Hawk 

Corporation. The focus for the California-based company is the development of the Cora, an all-electric, 

self-flying, two person eVTOL aircraft to give commuters a future transportation option. The Cora has 

conducted more than 1,000 test and holds an experimental airworthiness certificate. It is currently 

undergoing a proof-of-concept in New Zealand, holding an experimental airworthiness certificate.  

Figure 25: Joby eVTOL, Photo source: 
https://www.jobyaviation.com/ 

 

Figure 26: Kittyhawk Cora eVTOL, Photo Source: https://wisk.aero/  

 

https://www.jobyaviation.com/
https://wisk.aero/
https://transportup.com/kittyhawk-cora/
https://www.jobyaviation.com/
https://wisk.aero/
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Technology: Cora can fly approximately 1,500 ft above the ground and is powered by 12 independent 

lift fans which support vertical take-off. The company’s website states that the aircraft can go up to 100 

mph and has a range of approximately 25 miles. With safety in mind, Wisk indicates that there is no 

single point of failure in the design so that it can meet necessary reliability metrics.  

4.1.16 Lilium 
Website: https://lilium.com/  

Aircraft: Lilium Jet 

Status: Flight Testing 

Overview: Lilium is an UAM aircraft designer and 

manufacturer for eVTOL technology. The company, 

based in Munich, Germany, was founded in 2015 

and has a vision for affordable and accessible urban 

air travel. There are over 300 employees and over 

$100 million in funding and office also located in 

Munich, London, and Zurich.  

Technology: The Lilium jet is a fixed-wing design 

that fits four passengers and a pilot. There are 36 

all-electric engines that provide a range of 300 km 

(186 miles), with a speed of 300 km/h (186 mph). The Lilium website indicated that its aircraft is the first 

electric jet engine to be commercially certified. The jet is intended to connect urban and suburban 

areas, as well as city to city. Lilium’s jet is reported to have low vibrations to reduce noise and provide a 

smooth flight.  

Service: Lilium has estimated trip times in major urban areas. An example of trips from Los Angeles 

include seven minutes to Long Beach (28 km), eight minutes to Pasadena (33 km), and 12 minutes to 

Huntington Beach (50 km).  

Infrastructure Need: The company materials also referenced the use of smart operations and scheduling 

to provide air taxi style services.  The eVTOL technology is touted to require less infrastructure space for 

take-off and landing for more flexible on-demand service.  

4.1.17 Moog 
Website: https://www.moog.com/innovation/aircraft/SureFly.html 

https://evtol.news/aircraft/workhorse/ 

Aircraft: SureFly  

Status: Development, Flight Testing 

Overview: Moog is a designer, manufacturer, and integrator of military and commercial aircraft, 

satellites and space vehicles, launch vehicles, missiles, industry machinery, and marine and medical 

equipment.  Moog acquired SureFly Technology in December 2019, adding eVTOL technology to its 

business portfolio.  

Figure 27: Lilium Jet, Photo Source: https://lilium.com/  

https://lilium.com/
https://www.moog.com/innovation/aircraft/SureFly.html
https://evtol.news/aircraft/workhorse/
https://lilium.com/
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The SureFly eVTOL is a hybrid power system with generators providing power to eight motors and four 

lithium batteries as backup. Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP) is part of the SureFly concept that will 

be enhanced with Moog’s further development. There are opportunities for the vehicles to utilize Moog 

technology to enhance autonomy features. SureFly’s first flight was a 10-second hover test in 2018. The 

design is intended to be easily operated, with two passengers at speeds up to 70 mph.  

4.1.18 Pipistrel Vertical Solutions d.o.o. 
Website: https://www.pipistrel-aircraft.com/ ,  

Aircraft: Pipistrel 801 eVTOL 

Status: Prototype Build 

Overview:  Pipistrel is an aviation company 

based in Slovenia, established in 1989 as a 

hang glider garage manufacturer. The 

company grew into a small aircraft producer. 

Their stated achievements included 

conducting the first electric flight two-seater 

and four-seater aircraft and winning three 

NASA challenges. Pipistrel Vertical Solution is a 

spin-off from the company that will focus on 

eVTOL aircraft technology. 

Technology: The Pipistrel 801 eVTOL was described to use dedicated propulsion systems for lift and 

cruise, designed to carry anywhere from two to six passengers.    

4.1.19 Sikorsky, a Lockheed Martin Company 
Website: https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-urban-air-mobility.html  

https://www.verticalmag.com/news/sikorsky-partners-with-spaceship-elevator-companies-in-evtol-

urban-air-mobility-vision/ 

Status: Development 

Aircraft: Sikorsky Firefly (defunct) 

Overview: Sikorsky (a Lockheed Martin company) provides military and rotary-wing aircraft to the U.S. 

military. Sikorsky has a substantial catalogue of aircraft models. Sikorsky Innovations was established in 

2010 by Lockheed Martin to develop aircrafts that focus on vertical flight. Currently, Sikorsky has the X2 

Technology for future tactical missions. The technology is designed to reduce vibration and weight, and 

provides the ability for the aircraft to be flown with one pilot and one engine. A website review 

indicated that the X2 technology is considered as the future for the development of vertical lift for the 

company. Articles have indicated that the focus of Sikorsky is on the technology, systems and 

infrastructure rather than developing mockups of eVTOL designs. The company has made advancements 

in autonomous flight. Their eVTOL testing includes 300+ hours of autonomous flight and 100+ piloted 

take-offs, but details of current eVTOL development were not publicly available at the writing of this 

document.  

Figure 28: Pipistrel 801 eVTOL, Photo Source: 
https://www.pipistrel-aircraft.com/ 

https://www.pipistrel-aircraft.com/
https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-urban-air-mobility.html
https://www.verticalmag.com/news/sikorsky-partners-with-spaceship-elevator-companies-in-evtol-urban-air-mobility-vision/
https://www.verticalmag.com/news/sikorsky-partners-with-spaceship-elevator-companies-in-evtol-urban-air-mobility-vision/
https://www.pipistrel-aircraft.com/
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Sikorsky previously created the Firefly, known as the “world’s first electric helicopter”. The 

demonstration is reported to have shown increases in operational efficiency, but at the time had limited 

range due to battery life.   

4.1.20 Uber Air 
Website: https://www.uber.com/us/en/elevate/uberair/ 

Status: Development 

Overview: Uber is looking towards the future of transportation and ridesharing in the air. Uber Elevate 

(the team focused on launching Uber Air) has partnerships with Dallas, Los Angeles, and Melbourne to 

demonstrate Urban Air trips in 2020 and begin commercial operations in 2023. As a rideshare provider, 

Uber intends to offer integrated trips 

for customers on the ground and in 

the air. Uber released its “Uber 

Elevate” white paper in 2016 to 

consider the market feasibility of 

aerial ridesharing with VTOL. 

Additionally, Uber has convened the 

industry as part of the “Uber Elevate 

Summit” to bring together the entire 

industry together annually to discuss progress and latest advancements throughout the industry, 

challenges and to envision the future of air mobility.  Uber Elevate partners include EmbraerX, Boeing, 

Bell, Hyundai, Jaunt Air Mobility, Joby Aviation, Karem Aircraft, Inc, and Pipistrel.  

Uber believes that small eVTOL aircraft will enable the UAM market by providing increased safety, lower 

noise, and more energy efficiency. Skyports were referenced throughout Uber Air content as a 

necessary element throughout cities along with repurposing parking decks, existing helipad and highway 

interchanges. 

Uber has developed standards for the Uber Air eVTOL systems – referred to as the “eVTOL Common 

Reference Model – eCRM. 

Additionally, the website indicated that Uber is developing “Elevate Cloud Services” software to manage 

air operations in low-altitude flight. 

Figure 29: Uber Air Concept, Photo Source: 
https://www.uber.com/us/en/elevate/uberair/  

https://www.uber.com/us/en/elevate/uberair/
https://www.uber.com/us/en/elevate/uberair/
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Market: Air Taxi Ridesharing  

4.1.21 Urban Aeronautics 
Website: http://www.urbanaero.com/ 

http://www.tactical-robotics.com/  

http://www.metro-skyways.com/cityhawk.html 

Technology: CityHawk, Cormorant  

Status: Concept Development, 

Demonstration/Prototype  

Overview: Urban Aeronautics focuses on 

“Fancraft™” aircraft with internal rotors (a ducted 

fan). The company also has Tactical Robotics ltd. 

And Metro Skyways Ltd. as subsidiaries.  

Technology: The CityHawk concept is a two-

engine design, that can hold up to six 

occupants, including the pilot. The eVTOL is 

proposed to have to a 270 km/h (168 mph) 

speed, a 150 km (93 mile) range and a load of 

760kg. The design has a wingless, “rotorless” 

design, with rotors internal to the vehicle 

fuselage. In addition to urban mobility, the 

CityHawk is identified as a solution for 

emergency response. 

The CityHawk concept is described as the result 

of successful demonstrations of the Cormorant, 

created by a subsidiary of Urban Aeronautics- 

Tactical Robotics Ltd. The aircraft is said to have 

completed 250 flights. Cityhawk’s design will be identical to the Cormorant, except that it will also have 

two engines to comply with FAA’s existing commercial requirements.  

4.1.22 Vertical Aerospace Ltd.  
Website: https://www.vertical-aerospace.com/  

Status: Prototype  

Figure 31: Tactical Robotics Ltd. Cormorant, Photo Source: 
http://www.tactical-robotics.com/ 

Figure 30 Urban Aeronautics CityHawk Concept, Photo Source: 
http://www.urbanaero.com/ 

http://www.urbanaero.com/
http://www.tactical-robotics.com/
http://www.metro-skyways.com/cityhawk.html
https://www.vertical-aerospace.com/
http://www.tactical-robotics.com/
http://www.urbanaero.com/
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Overview: Vertical Aerospace was founded in 

2016 by the CEO of OVO. In 2019, Vertical 

Advanced Engineering was acquired. With their 

focus on UAM, the company has 70 engineers 

working on developing aircrafts. Per their press 

release, they were the first company in the world 

to release fight footage of an aircraft capable of 

carrying 250 kg.  

Technology: The aircraft can carry loads up to 250 

kg and can reach speeds of up to 80 km per 

hours. The aircraft design is intended to be 

customizable.  

4.1.23 Volocopter 
Website: https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/  

https://transportup.com/volocopter-2x/ 

Aircraft: Volocity  

Status: Flight Testing 

Overview: Volocopter performed its first 

manned flights of an electric multi-copter 

in 2011 in Germany and their first 

autonomous test flight in Dubai in 2017. 

The company was founded in 2011 with 

over 150 employees with offices in 

Bruchsai, Munich and Singapore. According 

to their website, they have raised a total of 

85 million euro and their main investors are 

Damier, Geely, Intel Capital, Micron, BtoV 

and Manta Ray Ventures.  

Technology: The VoloCity is being developed to the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) standards 

for UAM and was indicated to be the first commercially licensed Volocopter. The company that the 

product will be safe, quiet, and comfortable. The design has 18 rotors powered by nine rechargeable 

lithium batteries. The VoloCity can accommodate two passengers and luggage. The maximum speed is 

110 km/hr (93 mph), and the range is 35 km (22 miles).  

Service: Volocopter’s website indicated the company is working with Frankfurt Airport to incorporate air 

taxis into international airport operations. 

Volocopter will be conducting a feasibility study with Grab Ventures to consider the best use cases for 

air taxis in Southeast Asia and identify the best cities and routes for air taxis. Grab is the region’s largest 

transportation fleet-app-ride in the region for on-demand transport. 

Figure 32: Vertical Aerospace Ltd Seraph Prototype, Photo 
Source: https://www.vertical-aerospace.com/ 

Figure 33: Volocopter Volocity Prototype, Photo Source: 
https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/ 

https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/
https://transportup.com/volocopter-2x/
https://www.vertical-aerospace.com/
https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/
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Volocopter developed the concept of the “VoloPort” for UAM operations in partnership with the British-

owned company Skyports. The concept is to maximize the customer experience and provide 

maintenance needs such as swapping batteries or charging, providing routine maintenance and security.  

4.1.24 XTI Aircraft  
Website: http://www.xtiaircraft.com/trifan-600/  

Aircraft: XTI Aircraft TriFan 600 

Status: Development, Flight Testing 

Overview: XTI Aircraft is located in Denver, Colorado and has obtained two patents and 81 orders. The 

TriFan 600 uses three ducted fans to lift off vertically. It has two wing fans that rotate forward for a 

seamless transition to high speed flight. According to content reviewed, XTI’s aircraft reaches cruising 

speed within 90 seconds of vertical take-off. The TriFan 600 is described to provide luxurious comfort. 

Technology: The vehicle has a six-passenger capacity (5 passengers and 1 pilot). The maximum cruising 

speed is 345 miles per hour with a range of 1,200 nautical miles. The maximum cruising altitude is 

29,000 feet, which can be attained in 11 minutes. To support vertical lift, the plane has three ducted 

fans and a hybrid electric drive with flight control by wire. The website indicated a runway is not 

required.  

Other companies and developers involved in conceptual development of UAM aircraft include:  

 Aston Martin: www.astonmartin.com/en-us/models/future-models/the-aston-martin-volante-

vision-concept-usa 

 Bartini: www.bartini.aero/ 

 JAXA: www.aero.jaxa.jp/eng/research/basic/propulsion/liftfan/ 

 Karem Aircraft: www.karemaircraft.com/ https://evtol.news/aircraft/karem-butterfly/ 

https://overair.com/ 

 Neoptera Aero: https://neoptera.aero/index.html 

 New Future Transportation Inc: www.askafly.com/  

 Piasecki Aircraft Corporation: www.piasecki.com/  

Figure 34: Volocopter's "VoloPort" Concept, designed in partnership with Skyports, Photo Source: https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-
mobility/ 

http://www.xtiaircraft.com/trifan-600/
http://www.astonmartin.com/en-us/models/future-models/the-aston-martin-volante-vision-concept-usa
http://www.astonmartin.com/en-us/models/future-models/the-aston-martin-volante-vision-concept-usa
http://www.bartini.aero/
http://www.aero.jaxa.jp/eng/research/basic/propulsion/liftfan/
https://overair.com/
https://neoptera.aero/index.html
https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/
https://www.volocopter.com/en/urban-mobility/
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 Sabrewing Aircraft Company: www.sabrewingaircraft.com 

 Sikorsky: www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-urban-air-mobility.html 

 SKYLYS Aircraft: www.skylysaircraft.com/ 

 Skyworks Global: www.skyworks-global.com/ 

 Terrafugia, Inc.: https://terrafugia.com/ 

 Transcend Air Corporation: https://www.transcend.aero/ 

 

4.2 Literature Reviewed 
For the purposes of analyzing air taxi and UAM technology, various studies and publications were 

reviewed in order to understand the applicability of the transit mode, service type, and findings.   

4.2.1 Analysis of Interactions Between Urban Air Mobility (UAM) Operations 

and Conventional Traffic in Urban Areas: Traffic Alert and Collision 

Avoidance System (TCAS) Study for UAM Operations 
Website: https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20190028346.pdf  

Organization: Crown Consulting, Inc, NASA, Universities Space Research Association (USRA) 

Authors: Vishwanath Bulusu, Banavar Sridhar, Andrew C. Cone, David Thipphavong 

Publication/Format: American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) Aviation Forum and 

Exposition Presentation 

Date: June 20, 2019 

Overview: The presentation analyzed if UAM vehicles can fly already existing routes in cities with minimal 

impact on conventional air traffic. The location that was used for this analysis was Dallas Airport. The 

following criteria were used for this analysis:  

 All UAM vehicles are same aircraft type (speed, turn rate, etc). 

 UAM trajectories completely deterministic in first run.  

 Altitude uncertainty studied in second run.  

 Conventional aircraft modelled with Traffic Collision Avoidance System (TCAS) II version 7.1.  

 UAM not modelled with TCAS but provide required state information.  

 Conventional aircraft adhere to published navigational routes. 

After the series of altitude testing was completed there were three conclusions based on the data:  

 UAM aircraft that adhered precisely to designed routes triggered no Resolution Advisory (RAs) 

on conventional aircraft. 

 The altitude uncertainty analysis with UAM vehicles operating at or below 990 ft MSL triggered 

no RAs with maximum error of 15 ft. 

 Limitations – The testing is not a complete determination on safety or route analysis. 

http://www.sabrewingaircraft.com/
http://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-urban-air-mobility.html
http://www.skylysaircraft.com/
http://www.skyworks-global.com/
https://terrafugia.com/
https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20190028346.pdf
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4.2.2 Change is in the air: The elevated future of mobility: What’s next on the 

horizon?  
Websites: https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/future-of-mobility/evtol-elevated-future-

of-mobility-summary.html  

Organization: Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Statewide Planning and Research, Research 

Section  

Authors: Robin Lineberger, Aijaz Hussain, and Vincent Rutgers   

Publication/Format: Deloitte Insights  

Date: 2020 

Overview: This article considered the power for eVTOL vehicles to transform the air traffic ecosystem. 

The article identified the challenges that aerial transport faces and how companies can take advantage 

of new opportunities. The challenges for future of UAM identified include:  

 Regulations  

 Technology maturity  

 Infrastructure  

 Psychological barriers 

 Safety  

 Air traffic management  

The article discussed the mobility challenges in depth and how the swiftness of technology and 

advancements can work in the favor of these problems.  

When discussing how companies can take advantage of new opportunities, the three areas that were 

pertinent to growth and transformation were:  

 Air traffic management systems  

 Physical infrastructure  

 Aircraft development  

 

4.2.3 Concept Vehicles for VTOL Air Taxi Operations 
Websites: https://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Publications/files/Johnson_2018_TechMx.pdf  

Organization: NASA Ames Research Center  

Author: Wayne Johnson, Christopher Silva and Eduardo Solis  

Publication/Format: White Paper 

Date: 2018  

Overview: The purpose of the white paper was to identify concept vehicles to guide NASA’s research of 

air taxi operations. The report identified the important considerations the vehicle developers must 

address in concept design: number of passengers, unfueled range, market (air taxi, commuter, mass 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/future-of-mobility/evtol-elevated-future-of-mobility-summary.html
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/insights/focus/future-of-mobility/evtol-elevated-future-of-mobility-summary.html
https://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Publications/files/Johnson_2018_TechMx.pdf
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transit, airline), aircraft type (multi-copter, side-by-side, tiltwing tiltrotor, lift+cruise, vectored thrust, 

compound, and helicopter), and the propulsion system.  

The paper discussed detailed system architecture related to the concepts. The paper identified the 

following key areas of research: 

 Propulsion Efficiency: high power, light battery 

 Performance: Aircraft optimization, rotor shape optimization 

 Rotor to Rotor Interactions: Performance, vibrations, handling qualities 

 Rotor Wing Interactions: Conversion/transition 

 Aircraft Design: Weight, vibration, handling quality 

 Structure and Aeroelasticity: Structurally sufficient wing and rotor support, stability, 

crashworthiness, and durability 

 Noise and Annoyance: Low tip speed, rotor shape optimization, noise control 

 Operational Effectiveness: All-weather capability, disturbance rejection and cost 

 Safety and Airworthiness: Component reliability, crashworthiness, propulsion system failures 

Specific to air taxis, the paper identified research topics to focus on: rotor wing interaction, 

noise/nuisance, structure and aeroelasticity, aircraft design, operational effectiveness, and 

safety/airworthiness.  

4.2.4 Connect Evolved 
Websites: https://www.corgan.com/wp-

content/uploads/2019/06/20190612_UberBook_Spreads_REDUCED-FOR-WEB.pdf 

Author: Corgan, Austin, Kimley Horn and WSP 

Publication/Format: Uber Elevate summit 2019, Skyport Mobility Hub 

Date: 2019 

Overview: Connect Evolved is a design 

brief for eVTOL vertiports prepared by 

the architecture and design firm 

Corgan for Uber. Their design concept 

is referred to as the Uber Skyport 

Mobility Hub.  The design brief gives 

an overview of the concept as well as 

specific design renderings for Dallas. 

Uber has identified Dallas and Los 

Angeles as the first two cities where 

Uber Air flights will be offered. The 

Skyport Mobility Hub is designed to be 

modular and customizable, meaning 

that it could be built according to the demands of the UAM market, the needs of the site, and the 

budget. The design concept has six design principles. They are:   

 Operational Feasibility  

Figure 35: UBER Evolve Mobility Hub Concept, Image Source: Corgan 

https://www.corgan.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/20190612_UberBook_Spreads_REDUCED-FOR-WEB.pdf
https://www.corgan.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/20190612_UberBook_Spreads_REDUCED-FOR-WEB.pdf
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o The design accommodates a diverse eVTOL fleet and accounts for advancements in the 

technology; it also maximizes throughput without compromising safety.  

 Convenience  

o Skyport Mobility Hubs should be sited in locations that are easily accessible by 

designated skylanes and in areas of the city to which passengers can easily connect.  

 Connectivity  

o Connectivity refers to siting the locations for Skyports Mobility Hubs and leveraging 

existing helicopter skylane networks as well as integrating them into the existing surface 

transportation system. Community connectivity incorporates elements such as possible 

retail, facilities, grocery stores, etc.  

 Environmentally Responsible Design 

o The design focuses on utilizing innovative water management systems, air purification 

methods and on-site energy generation with accessible green spaces to reduce the heat 

island effect in cities.  

 Modular and Scalable 

o Skyport Mobility Hubs must meet current demands, and scale as demand increases. 

 Intuitive User Experience 

o The design includes features such as an Uber Lobby where passengers are first 

welcomed with a “Quick Queue Lounge” where passengers can match their mobile 

ticket to their boarding gate. 

4.2.5 Economic Impact Report for Advanced Autonomous Aircraft Technologies 

in Ohio 
Website: http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPR/Research/RFP/Documents/2020-

RFPs/2020-

18%20Rev%20Economic%20Impact%20Report%20for%20Advanced%20Autonomous%20Aircraft%20Tec

hnologies%20in%20Ohio.pdf 

Organization: Ohio Department of Transportation, Office of Statewide Planning and Research, Research 

Section  

Publication/Format: Research Request for Proposal 

Date: 2020 

Overview: The Ohio Department of Transportation (DOT) Office of Statewide Planning and Research 

issued a request for proposals (RFP) to research advanced autonomous aircraft for an economic impact 

report of managed air corridors. The air corridors are intended to connect major urban areas in Ohio – 

Cincinnati, Cleveland and Columbus.  

This effort is part of Ohio’s “FlyOhio” initiative to advance autonomous aircraft technologies and enable 

lower altitude flying. The focus area of research referenced ground-based detect and avoid systems 

(SkyVision) to meet NASA’s requested requirements for testing, and to establish a comprehensive 

Unmanned Air Traffic Management (UTM) system along the US 33 Smart Corridor. Ohio’s SkyVision was 

created in partnership with the Airforce Research Library and detects manned air traffic. Public and 

private testing began in 2019 under the FAA approved Certificate of Authorization. The UTM system is 

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPR/Research/RFP/Documents/2020-RFPs/2020-18%20Rev%20Economic%20Impact%20Report%20for%20Advanced%20Autonomous%20Aircraft%20Technologies%20in%20Ohio.pdf
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPR/Research/RFP/Documents/2020-RFPs/2020-18%20Rev%20Economic%20Impact%20Report%20for%20Advanced%20Autonomous%20Aircraft%20Technologies%20in%20Ohio.pdf
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPR/Research/RFP/Documents/2020-RFPs/2020-18%20Rev%20Economic%20Impact%20Report%20for%20Advanced%20Autonomous%20Aircraft%20Technologies%20in%20Ohio.pdf
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/Planning/SPR/Research/RFP/Documents/2020-RFPs/2020-18%20Rev%20Economic%20Impact%20Report%20for%20Advanced%20Autonomous%20Aircraft%20Technologies%20in%20Ohio.pdf
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envisioned to utilize algorithms to direct unmanned aircraft pilot to maneuver automatically away from 

other aircraft. 

Continued research as part of the RFP includes: 

 Economic impact assessment – UTM for Unmanned Aircraft System (UAS) for all of Ohio, and 

RUAM for areas of highly congested airspace 

 Potential for virtual control technologies at existing facilities 

 eVTOL and VTOL technologies 

 Autonomous aircraft operations – rotor and fixed-wing 

 Economic benefits of UTM/UAM corridors 

 Economic impact for package delivery, air taxis, air metro, and Personal Air Vehicle (PAV) 

 General industry input  

The State of Ohio is leveraging previous investments with Smart Columbus as well as institutional 

research from universities to further the development. The state has also brought forth various 

stakeholders from the public and private sector 

The RFP provided a glimpse of how other states and DOT offices are analyzing UAM.  

4.2.6 Fast-Forwarding to a Future of On-Demand Urban Air Transportation 
Website: https://www.uber.com/elevate.pdf  

Organization: UBER Elevate  

Publication/Format: Report 

Authors: Jeff Holden (Uber Technologies Chief Product Officer) and Nikhil Goel (Uber Technologies 

Product Manager),  

Contributing Organizations: NASA Langley Research Center, NASA Next-GenAirspace, Ottomoto (Uber 

Technologies), Nesta, American Helicopter Society International, Georgia Tech School of Aerospace 

Engineering, AirCertGlobal LCC, and MIT International Center for Air Transportation 

Date: October 27, 2016 

Overview: The report provided significant discussion of some of the challenges of air taxis and how to 

overcome them quickly. Some of the largest challenges identified are categorized below: 

 Vehicles: Uber identifies Distributed Electric Propulsion (DEP) and autonomous operation 

technology as the important challenges to overcome. 

o There are no established standards surrounding VTOL 

 Safety: VTOLs must be safer than regular automobiles for there to be a shift in utilization. Until 

operations are autonomous, pilots will require a higher level of training and certification.  

 Distributed Electric Propulsion: Reduce the complexity of controlling multiple propulsion 

motors so pilots only need to be aware of visual avoidance of obstacles. 

 Noise: Due to the proximity of densely populated, urban areas – VTOL aircraft must emit low 

levels of noise when operating. They will need to achieve lower noise levels than what is 

currently allowed by FAA for helicopters.  

https://www.uber.com/elevate.pdf
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 Vehicle Performance: Speed and range, battery life, payload, and autonomy 

 Certification: Accelerating the certification process, operator certification, and pilot training. 

Uber envisioned that daily long-distance commutes in heavily congested urban and suburban areas will 

be the first real use cases of UAM aircraft, and that they will be affordable at some point in the future. 

As part of this report, Uber sets forth a vision that has on-demand urban transit. The biggest challenges 

in achieving this future was provided within the report, including: 

 The certification process 

 Battery technology 

 Vehicle efficiency 

 Vehicle performance and reliability 

 Air Traffic Control (ATC) 

 Cost and affordability 

 Safety 

 Aircraft noise 

 Vertiport/vertistops infrastructure in cities 

 Pilot training 

The Uber report provided a robust understanding of infrastructure and operations for eVTOL. Topics 

include: 

 City Infrastructure: Vertiport and vertistops 

development  

o Out of 5,664 helipads in the U.S., all 

but 66 are for private use – showing 

that most are not constructed 

utilizing public dollars and are not 

used at the frequency of public 

transport. 

o Various types of vertiports include: 

floating barge vertiport, highway 

cloverleaf landing pad, the top of 

parking garages 

o Vertiport/vertistops placement 

o Airport and vehicle maintenance hubs 

o Routing 

 Infrastructure Simulation: the location of vertiports will impact the UAM level of congestion. 

 Charging Vehicles: High voltage charges will be needed but are much more expensive. Battery 

swapping may be another option 

 Operations: The Air Traffic Management system will be crucial. Other components include trip 

reliability, weather, density, altitude, ice, and visibility. Security will need to apply operations 

like Transportation Security Administration (TSA) Precheck to streamline the security check 

process.  

Figure 36: UBER, Fast-Forwarding to a Future of On-
Demand Urban Air Transportation 
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Uber’s report addresses public perception concerns, noting noise, safety and security, visual pollution, 

and privacy. The remaining report focuses on one of the most important components to rideshare 

business for Uber – customer experience.  

4.2.7 Flight Plan 2030 
Website: https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en/flightplan-2030  

Organization: EmbraerX  

Authors: EmbraerX in collaboration with Atech and Harris  

Publication/Format: Report 

Date: 2019 

Overview: Flight Plan 2030 is a vision of UAM development and operations, developed by EmbraerX, 

Atech (a part of the Embraer Group), and Harris Corporation. EmbraerX is a subsidiary of Embraer 

Group, tasked within innovative initiatives. Atech is also part of the Embraer Group, and develops air 

traffic control solutions and mission critical systems. In Flight Plan 2030, EmbraerX illustrated how UAM 

can evolve into a mainstream mode of transportation and provided strategies to optimize airspace. The 

vision sets forth how eVTOL could spur the growth of the air mobility market and provided a roadmap 

for the next 10 years of development.  

The report proposed the development of an Urban Air Traffic Management (UATM) system utilizing 

artificial intelligence and autonomy. The proposed UATM area is illustrated in Figure 37, as it would exist 

between the Air Traffic Management (ATM) system of general/commercial aviation and small 

Unmanned Aircraft Systems (sUAS) like drones. The Flight Plan 2030 suggested a single entity would 

need manage the low altitude airspace. 

https://embraerx.embraer.com/global/en/flightplan-2030
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Figure 37: UATM, EmbraerX: Flight Plan 2030 

The report suggested routes and corridors in the UATM airspace defined by Global Positioning System 

(GPS), with pathways defined by width and height – like highway lanes. Flight authorization could be 

used to organize the safety operations – including an assigned route for conflict avoidance and flow 

management. Aircraft would be appropriately spaced, and automation systems would monitor progress 

of flights. The report referenced various complex technologies to manage the system as well as a 

procedure-based process. The report provided several use cases for utilizing the organized system, 

including a flight across the city, an in-flight medical emergency, and reclamation of the airspace with 

short notice.   

Flight Plan 2030 provided an understanding of the complex integration that is required to successfully 

deploy any level of UAM.  

4.2.8 Integration of Civil Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) in the National 

Airspace System (NAS) Roadmap 
Website:https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/policy_library/media/Second_Edition_Integration_of_Civil

_UAS_NAS_Roadmap_July%202018.pdf 

Organization: USDOT Federal Aviation Authority (FAA) 

Publication/Format: Guidance 

Date: July 2018 (2nd Edition) 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/policy_library/media/Second_Edition_Integration_of_Civil_UAS_NAS_Roadmap_July%202018.pdf
https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/policy_library/media/Second_Edition_Integration_of_Civil_UAS_NAS_Roadmap_July%202018.pdf
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Overview: FAA developed the Integration of Civil UAS in the NAS to provide a roadmap in the near-term 

as commercial applications of unmanned aircraft systems (i.e. drones) are anticipated to expand, 

including such uses as security awareness, disaster response, communication and broadcast, cargo 

transport, spectral and thermal analysis, critical infrastructure monitoring, and commercial 

photography.  

Six test sites were identified in 2015 by FAA, including: University of Alaska-Fairbanks, State of Nevada, 

New York’s Griffiss International Airport, North Dakota Department of Commerce, Texas A&M 

University, and Virgina Polytechnic Institute and State University. 

The FAA is responsible for planning and developing policies for navigable airspace safety and efficiency. 

Functional areas that are noted to provide challenges include: “Sense and Avoid” capability, and control 

and communications system performance requirements. Key takeaways listed include: 

 Government-industry collaboration is paramount to succeed and must focus on process, quality 

and timely results.  

 The FAA must remain committed to the development of technical and regulatory standards, 

policy guidance, and operations procedures on which successful UAS integration depends. 

 Global standards encourage harmonization and yield cost-effective development 

 The FAA is focused on increased access to UAS without impacting the safety and efficiency of 

the NAS, while managing environmental impacts. 

 Progress must be made on the development of technology to enable NAS access. 

While the report was focused on UAS/drones, the guidance can still be used to develop a regulatory 

framework for future air taxi operations.  

4.2.9 NASA Urban Air Mobility (UAM) Grand Mobility Challenge 
Organization: The White House  

Department: Infrastructure & Technology 

Publication/Format: Presidential Memoranda for the Secretary of Transportation 

Date: October 25, 2017 

Overview: NASA’s UAM Grand Mobility Challenge is an initiative to improve the safety of UAM and 

accelerate the scalability of demonstrations in order to support the FAA in the development of 

certification requirements and procedures. The Grand Mobility Challenge will be a series that will first 

start with testing existing aircraft and airspace operations management systems. Key barriers that will 

be tested include: adverse weather, emergency landing, surveillance, loss of communications and 

scheduling/routing. 

The benefit for participants is the opportunity to be involved in the identifying standards development. 

In late 2020 there will be development testing, and in 2022 there will be more involved testing with 

more participants. 

4.2.10 Observations from Exploration of VTOL Urban Air Mobility Designs 
Website: 

https://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Research/Programs/eVTOL_observations_Johnson_Silva_2018.pdf 

https://rotorcraft.arc.nasa.gov/Research/Programs/eVTOL_observations_Johnson_Silva_2018.pdf
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Organization: NASA, Aeromechanics Branch – AMES Research Institute  

Authors: Wayne Johnson, Christopher Silva  

Publication/Format: Report 

Date: October 2018 

Overview: The “Observations from Exploration of VTOL Urban Air Mobility Designs” considers UAM, and 

the impacts of reduced-emission rotorcraft concepts, concept 

vehicles for the operations of air taxis, vehicles types for the 

UAM market, and provides general observations. 

While the research and analysis provided is technical in nature, 

NASA’s report questioned where developers should invest 

given the vastness of unknowns, listing air vehicles and 

aerodynamics, energy and its limitations, mission, and vehicle 

size to mission.   

NASA’s goal as stated within the report is to “Design aircraft 

which will produce 50% of the climate-impacting emissions of 

today’s fielded technology.” The report provided analysis and 

results on different types of technology emissions.  

The report observed that the design metrics of the technology 

should be based on: 

 Feasibility of concept 

 Weight, power and energy 

 Cost 

 Emissions  

 Noise and Annoyance 

 Passenger Acceptance  

Noise reduction will be necessary for urban operations, and the report indicated that rotor-rotor 

interactions will increase blade-vortex interaction noise. Vehicles will need to be light-weight with high-

powered batteries 

4.2.11 Ohio UAS Center Strategic Plan 2019 
Websites: 

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/uas/Documents/Strategic%20Plan/UAS%20Center%20Strategic%

20Plan%202019.pdf 

Organization: Ohio Unmanned Aircraft Systems Center  

Authors: Ohio Unmanned Aircraft Systems Center  

Publication/Format: Strategic Plan 

Date: 2019 

Figure 38: NASA Report: Observations from 
Exploration of VTOL Urban Air Mobility Designs 

http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/uas/Documents/Strategic%20Plan/UAS%20Center%20Strategic%20Plan%202019.pdf
http://www.dot.state.oh.us/Divisions/uas/Documents/Strategic%20Plan/UAS%20Center%20Strategic%20Plan%202019.pdf
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Overview: This strategic plan outlined steps that the State of Ohio can undertake to lead the unmanned 

aircraft industry. Ohio plans to capitalize on its existing research and development, test infrastructure, 

and workforce expertise that currently exists in traditional aircraft operations.  

Fly Ohio, which is an initiative of the Ohio UAS Center, currently has three projects in the UAS field.  

 SkyVision: A ground-based detect-and-avoid radar system at the Springfield-Beckley Municipal 

Airport in Springfield that will allow for drone operations out of visual sight. 

 US 33 Traffic Monitoring: Consists of development of a low-altitude traffic management system 

using passive radar.  

 Vertiport Development: Based on a request for information from the private sector to 

determine what infrastructure is needed at vertiport locations and their required take-off and 

landing activities.  

Workforce development is outlined in the plan. 

The plan concluded with the plan’s Goals and Objectives as well as timeline for implementation 

spanning 18+ months.  

4.2.12 Operation and Certification of Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems 
Website: https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/06/28/2016-15079/operation-and-

certification-of-small-unmanned-aircraft-systems 

Organization: FAA and Office of the Secretary Department of Transportation  

Publication/Format: Federal Register 

Reference: 14 CFR Parts 21, 43, 61, et al. 

Date: June 28, 2016 

Overview: The FAA amended its regulations to allow the operation of small unmanned aircraft systems 

in the National Airspace System. These changes addressed the operation of unmanned aircraft systems 

and the certification of their remote pilots.  

This rule finalized the notice of proposed rulemaking (NPRM) entitled Operation and Certification of 

Small Unmanned Aircraft Systems. The NPRM proposed operating and certification requirements to 

allow small unmanned aircraft systems to operate for non-hobby and non-recreational purposes. A 

small UAS consists of a small unmanned aircraft (which, as defined by statute, is an unmanned aircraft 

weighing less than 55 pounds) and equipment necessary for the safe and efficient operation of that 

aircraft. The FAA has accommodated non-recreational small UAS use through various mechanisms, such 

as special airworthiness certificates, exemptions, and certificates of waiver or authorization.  

The following are examples of possible small UAS operations that can be conducted under the 

framework in this rule: 

 Crop monitoring/inspection 

 Research and development 

 Educational/academic uses 

 Power-line/pipeline inspection in hilly or mountainous terrain 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/06/28/2016-15079/operation-and-certification-of-small-unmanned-aircraft-systems
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2016/06/28/2016-15079/operation-and-certification-of-small-unmanned-aircraft-systems
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 Antenna inspections 

 Aiding certain rescue operations 

 Bridge inspections 

 Aerial photography 

 Wildlife nesting area evaluations 

This specific Federal Register should be consulted when addressing “small unmanned aircraft.” Further 

FAA rulemaking is required for any transit applications of unmanned aircraft operations.  

4.2.13 Planning for Future On-Demand eVTOL Urban Air Mobility 
Organization: Smart Urban Mobility Laboratory (SUM-Lab), University of South Florida (USF) 

Authors: Dr. Yu Zhang  

Publication/Format: Presentation/Research 

Overview: The presentation provided a synopsis on UAM, types of aircrafts, infrastructure needs, and 

efforts to date in the field.  

The presentation defined the following research question: 

 How to ensure conflict-free high-density UAM operations? 

 How many vertiports are needed and where they will be located?  

 How much traffic can UAM attract?  

 What is the proper fleet size for UAM service?  

 How to maintain the continuous (and safe) operation given the limited range of UAM and 

charging time needs? 

A UAM Flight Generation and Analysis Tool Architecture was developed to address the research 

questions. The tool was applied to the five-county Tampa Bay area to determine demand for air taxis as 

well as travel distances. The tool utilized the regional travel demand model.  

This tool is in mid-development and has not been completed.  

4.2.14  Pioneering the Urban Air Taxi Revolution 1.0 
Website: https://press.volocopter.com/images/pdf/Volocopter-WhitePaper-1-0.pdf  

Organization: Volocopter 

Authors: Jan-Hendrik Boelens, Chief Technology Officer and Managing Director at Volocopter 

Publication/Format: White Paper 

Date: June 2019 

Overview: The Volocopter White Paper considered the need for urban air transportation and suggested 

design specifications for such as system. The focus of the paper was intracity trips rather than intercity 

trips. The paper presents the history of electric aviation and the advancements made to make it what it 

is today, and sets forth the necessary elements to address to make UAM a reality: 

 Safety and Certification 

https://press.volocopter.com/images/pdf/Volocopter-WhitePaper-1-0.pdf
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o Safety must extend from the design to pilot and crew training, maintenance, 

manufacturing, and the development of an air traffic management system. The safety 

standards within the paper are specific to the European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 

procedures. The paper states that simplicity and safety are correlated. For this reason, 

the authors argue that the simpler the architecture is, the more likely the aircraft will 

gain certification.  

 Noise Emissions 

o Noise is one of the biggest obstacles that helicopters have had in being vastly adopted 

as an urban mobility option. The paper explains the impacts of the number of rotor 

blades and rotor tip speed to noise levels. The greatest noise impact is at take-off and 

landing. 

o Basically, faster aircraft generates more noise. 

o The Volocopter white paper illustrated this easily, shown in Figure 39.  

 Range and Speed 

o While the Uber Elevate paper focuses on “mega commuters” (i.e. commuters who 

commute more than 160 km (100 miles) a day), the authors of the Volocopter white 

paper state that there is also a market for shorter range trips.  For example, connecting 

downtowns, airports, businesses and retail within an urban area. A specific example 

Volocopter provides based on analysis, is connecting John F. Kennedy International 

Airport to Midtown Manhattan in just 20-25 minutes – rather than typical surface 

transport trips that take anywhere from 60 to 90 minutes.  

o Volocopter makes the case for lower operating speeds, including lower noise profile, 

challenging detect-and-avoid responses in faster aircraft, and bird striking damage.  

 Operating Costs 

Figure 39: Volocopter Noise Emission Profile, Source: Volocopter “Pioneering the Urban Air Taxi Revolution 1.0.   
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o Energy costs are the most significant operations cost. The battery and energy cost 

associated with Volocopter is anticipated to remain low. 

o The battery lifespan in an eVTOL is expected to be lower than typical electric vehicles, 

which makes batteries another major cost contributor.  

o Other factors include: maintenance, inspections, developing and producing the vehicle 

and carbon composite material production.  

o The Volocopter vehicles are indicated to be designed with low-maintenance costs in 

mind, with less energy due to the short-haul flights and maximizing battery life. 

 Number of Passenger Seats 

o The number of passenger seats is a key design driver because it impacts the power 

needed for vertical take-off and landing. The authors state that there is no indication 

that the load factor for air taxis will differ significantly from ground taxis. For this 

reason, Volocopter has opted for a two-seat design..  

 Design for Usability  

o The authors noted that the aircraft design needs to be designed in a way that makes 

boarding and alighting as easy as getting in and out of a car. 

o They also note that minimizing cabin noise and cabin vibration caused by the propulsion 

system will be an important design consideration. 

o Air conditioning systems are not common in small general aviation aircraft. However, air 

taxi riders who are accustomed to using ground ride hailing services may expect air taxis 

to have air conditioning. Air conditioning units are generally heavy, require large 

amounts of energy to operate, and can limit the range of the aircraft. 

Volocopter’s White Paper provided each of the main factors as reasons that support their eVTOL design, 

even with limitations of speed and range.  

4.2.15 Silicon Valley Early Adopter CONOPs and Market Study 
Website: https://nari.arc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/Antcliff-SV-TVFW-Aug15.pdf 

Organization: NASA Langley Research Center 

Publication/Format: Paper (1st phase of study) 

Authors: Kevin R. Antcliff, Mark D. Moore, and Kenneth H. Goodrich 

Date: 2015 

Overview: This basis of this report was to support the use case of deploying UAM in Silicon Valley. 

Research was presented for the value of providing door-to-door “Hyper Commutes” (defined as 

frequent, long distance commuting trips). The goal was to understand the number of helipads needed 

and distribution to support air taxis.  

Silicon Valley was identified as an ideal early adopter due to commuter travel times/distances, higher 

level of income, attraction to high tech, and ideal weather. The study considered availability of DOT 

ROW and noise levels. The study reviewed intersections to identify potential helipad locations. 

Intersections were chosen that had at least one cloverleaf. The helipad spacing used was 0.71 per 

square mile. Along the coast, 50 potential helipads were identified with direct roadway access. The 

recommended distance between two helipads perpendicular to a flight path was 500 feet. The 

https://nari.arc.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/attachments/Antcliff-SV-TVFW-Aug15.pdf
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recommended distance from the center of the helipad to other obstructions perpendicular to the flight 

path was 250. Additional requirements included provision for 45 degree crosswinds and 500 feet private 

ground clearance.  

The study indicated that the success of VTOL will likely depend on the lowest noise profile. Vehicle 

capacity in the air taxi market is likely two passengers. Shorter distance trips are indicated to provide the 

greatest opportunity for time savings due to congestion. 

4.2.16 State and Local Regulation of Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)  
Website: https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/policy_library/media/UAS_Fact_Sheet_Final.pdf 

Organization: FAA Office of the Chief Counsel 

Publication/Format: Fact Sheet 

Date: December 17, 2015 

Overview: The FAA has regulatory authority over unmanned aircraft systems (UAS). As the UAS market 

continues to evolve, local governments are increasingly exploring regulations on UAS operations. The 

FAA produced this fact sheet to provide local governments information on the federal regulatory 

framework. Any local restrictions should be consistent with the current regulatory framework in terms 

of pertaining to control of the airspace, flight management, and efficiency, air traffic control, aviation 

safety, navigational facilities, and the regulation of aircraft noise at its source. 

The fact sheet recommended consultation with the FAA when local municipalities attempt to: 

 Restrict flight altitude, flight paths; establish operational bans; and institute any regulation of 

the navigable airspace. 

 Mandate equipment or training for UAS related to aviation safety such as geo-fencing. 

Local governments can regulate UAS based on their inherent police powers, and include: 

 Land use & zoning 

 Privacy 

 Trespass 

 Law enforcement operations 

4.2.17 The Future of Transportation: White Paper on Urban Air Mobility Systems 
Website:https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobil

ity%20Systems.pdf 

Organization: EHang  

Publication/Format: White Paper 

Date: January 15, 2020 

Overview: The EHang white paper sets forth a future scale of UAM that reduces cost of operations to 

less than that of a taxi ride, providing the same trip distance. The white paper outlined the UAM 

mobility concept including: 

https://www.faa.gov/uas/resources/policy_library/media/UAS_Fact_Sheet_Final.pdf
https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobility%20Systems.pdf
https://www.ehang.com/app/en/EHang%20White%20Paper%20on%20Urban%20Air%20Mobility%20Systems.pdf
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 Vehicles  

 Command-and-control platform 

 Navigation and positions system 

 Infrastructure (base points) 

 Interface 

EHang’s white paper proposed a “command-and-control” platform for managing the air services within 

a metropolitan area, with one single platform to control and monitor a computer determined flight 

route, and integrate appropriate municipal service (i.e. emergency response, police, etc).  

The study identified key UAM characteristics as: 

 Autonomous services 

 Quick and hassle-free 

 Centralized platform 

 Shared economy 

 Green energy 

The study provided examples of applications of UAM as well as their commercialization potential. This 

included brief discussion on regulations across the world. Within the US, the white paper indicated that 

the FAA is focused on safety and efficiency. The report referenced the FAA’s establishment of the 

Unmanned Aircraft System Traffic Management (UTM) system for drone operators to coordinate with 

the FAA. The FAA and NASA were noted to be working on enabling line-of-site flights for drones in low 

airspace. Worldwide, the Joint Authorities for Rulemaking on Unmanned Systems (JARUS) is considering 

technical, safety and operational requirements. The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO) was 

also referenced as an agency that is becoming more focused on innovative technologies.  

Chapter Three of the study outlined UAM Operations and implications for day to day life. The White 

paper listed several ways UAM will change life, by providing safe transportation, smarter transportation, 

efficiency, mobility and accessibility, disperse living areas, and sustainability. The UAM market was 

noted to complement rather than substitute high-speed-rail, water modes, and typical air travel. 

Highways were noted as the largest travel share that may switch modes.  

EHang provided scenarios for UAM mission applications. In addition to cities, the white paper 

referenced other potential market scenarios for UAM, including tourism, emergency medical response, 

aerial fire apparatus, and industrial use (i.e. offshore rigs, wind farms). 

Chapter Five explored the necessary component to develop a UAM ecosystem. The ecosystem includes 

network developers that create the a UAM network and command-and-control center to the vehicle 

manufacturers. Additional components noted included the operator, infrastructure, supply chain, and 

regulatory agencies.   

The white paper suggested a path forward for UAM operations and key items that need to improve to 

fully realize their potential: 

 Battery technology 

 New materials 

 Aero dynamics 
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 5g Network 

 Noise Levels 

4.2.18 The Future of Vertical Mobility: Sizing the market for passenger, 

inspection, and goods services until 2035 
Websites: https://fedotov.co/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Future-of-Vertical-Mobility.pdf 

Organization: Porsche Consulting  

Authors: Gregor Grandl, Dr. Martin Ostgathe, Dr. Jan Cachay, Stefan Doppler, John Salib, Han Ross  

Publication/Format: Study 

Date: 2018 

Overview: This study looks at the future of “vertical take-off and landing” aircraft and came to the 

following conclusions: 

 eVTOLs to provide commercial mobility service by 2025 

 By 2035 drones could be serving a $32 billion passenger market with 23,000 aircraft 

 Goods and delivery drone market would be $4 billion and 125,000 units 

This adoption is contingent upon four elements: 

 The underlying technology 

 The regulatory framework 

 Social acceptance 

 Necessary infrastructure 

The study aimed to answer three key questions: 

 What is the market potential in 2035? 

 What are basic, conservative, and progressive market scenarios to get there? 

 What are the opportunities for customers, cities, manufacturers, operators, and investors? 

The report outlined a predicted timeframe of vertical mobility adoption. It suggested that there will be a 

niche market for passenger drones as early as 2022 and that a volume market will emerge sometime 

between 2025 to 2035. The study identified three main drivers that will impact how quickly the market 

grows. The first driver will be how quickly initial testing can be done. The second will be how quickly 

multiple generations of eVTOL aircraft can be modified. The third driver will be the adoption rate (i.e.  

how soon cities can support the vertiport infrastructure needed). The study divided the timeline to “lift-

off” into three phases between now and 2035.  

 Up to 2020: To the date of this writing, there has been significant testing, particularly with 

developers that have produced air taxi designs, including: EHang, Volocopter, Airbus Vahana, 

and SureFly 

 2020-2025: The study identified this second phase as the race for aircraft developers to be the 

first to market. Testing will continue with use cases and concepts, indicated to include Lilium, 

Volocopter and Uber Elevate. Major developments in noise emissions and battery technology 

https://fedotov.co/wp-content/uploads/2018/03/Future-of-Vertical-Mobility.pdf
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will occur during these years. Batteries are expected to be able to achieve an 80% charge in 15 

to 30 minutes. Certification standards will be developed for distributed electric propulsion (DEP) 

technologies. The consideration of noise and site pollution in the sky will need to be addressed 

during this time, along with noise limits within areas surrounding vertiports. Passenger eVTOL 

service will start with defined air corridors and UTM flight towers.  

 2025-2035: The roll-out of technology will occur more quickly in this third phase. Battery 

technology will advance. The regulatory framework will be more developed, and locals will have 

more adoptions of vertiport standardization. The autonomous systems will likely be certified, 

and navigation of air traffic conditions will need to be addressed. Air traffic management will 

need to be augmented for passenger drones and unmanned drones.  

The report examined market potential by building scenarios for various markets and operations. The 

report indicated that the market will start at $1 billion in 2025 and grow to an estimated $21 billion by 

2035 for intracity mobility. However, the market will still not be saturated by 2035. As the technology 

develops, city-to-city markets will also emerge.  

The study concluded with a call to action amongst stakeholders and developers.   

4.2.19 Unmanned Aircraft Systems Integration Pilot Program – Announcement of 

Establishment of Program and Request for Applications 
Website: https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/11/08/2017-24126/unmanned-aircraft-

systems-integration-pilot-program-announcement-of-establishment-of-program-and 

Organization: USDOT, FAA  

Authors: Vishwanath Bulusu, Banavar Sridhar, Andrew C. Cone, David Thipphavong 

Publication/Format: Federal Register 

Date: November 8, 2017 

Overview: This federal notice announced the establishment of the Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) 

Integration Pilot Program and a request for applications. The pilot program encouraged governments, in 

partnership with UAS operators and other private sector stakeholders, to conduct advanced operations 

safely and with public support in affected communities. This new pilot program will accelerate existing 

UAS integration plans by working to solve technical, regulatory, and policy challenges. 

The programs stated goals included: 

 Accelerate the safe integration of UAS into the National Airspace System (NAS) by testing and 

validating new concepts of beyond visual line of sight operations in a controlled environment, 

focusing on detect-and-avoid technologies, command and control links, navigation, weather, 

and human factors. 

 Address ongoing concerns regarding the potential security and safety risks associated with UAS 

operating in proximity to human beings and critical infrastructure by ensuring that operators 

communicate more effectively with Federal, State, local, and tribal law enforcement to enable 

law enforcement to determine if a UAS operation poses such a risk 

https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/11/08/2017-24126/unmanned-aircraft-systems-integration-pilot-program-announcement-of-establishment-of-program-and
https://www.federalregister.gov/documents/2017/11/08/2017-24126/unmanned-aircraft-systems-integration-pilot-program-announcement-of-establishment-of-program-and
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 Promote innovation in and development of the U.S. unmanned aviation industry, especially in 

sectors such as agriculture, emergency management, inspection services, and transportation 

safety, in which there are significant public benefits to be gained from the deployment of UAS.  

 Identify the most effective models of balancing local and national interests in UAS integration. 

4.2.20 Urban Air Mobility (UAM) Market Study 
Websites: https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/uam-market-study-executive-summary-

v2.pdf 

Organization: NASA Urban Air Mobility 

Authors: Crown Consulting INC.  Ascension Global, Georgia Tech Aerospace Systems Design Labs, 

McKinsey & Company  

Contributors: Georgia Tech Aerospace Systems Design Labs, McKinsey & Company, Ascension Global, 

and Crown Consulting 

Publication/Format: Report 

Date: November 2018 

Overview: The NASA Urban Area Mobility (UAM) Market Study utilized analysis and interviews with over 

100 experts in the UAM sector, providing a comprehensive and unbiased source of information. The 

study reviews three use cases of UAM: last-mile delivery, air metro, and air taxi. The study defined these 

use cases as follows: 

 Last-mile delivery: Rapid delivery of packages (less than five pounds) from local distribution 

hubs to a dedicated receiving vessel. 

 Air Metro: Resembles current public transit options such as subways and buses, with pre-

determined routes, regular schedules, and set stops in high traffic areas throughout each city. 

Vehicles are autonomously operated and can accommodate two to five passengers at a time, 

with an average load of three passengers per trip. 

 Air Taxi: The air taxi use case is a near-ubiquitous (or door-to-door) ridesharing operation that 

allows consumers to call VTOLs to their desired pickup locations and specify drop-off 

destinations at rooftops throughout a given city. Rides are unscheduled and on demand like 

ridesharing applications today. Like the air metro case, vehicles are autonomously operated and 

can accommodate two to five passengers at a time, with an average load of one passenger per 

trip 

The study predicted that air taxis will only have a limited market potential by 2030 due to the high 

investment costs that would be needed to create a widespread network of vertiports. It stated that air 

taxis may be concentrated in areas of high net worth residents and businesses (e.g. Manhattan to the 

surrounding suburbs). In contrast, the study predicted that air metro could be viable by 2028 and 

profitable by 2030, if regulations are in place to accommodate the market. It stated further that piloted 

air metro services may be a stepping stone to large-scale autonomous operations. 

Notably, the study did identify operational and regulatory requirements that would need to be 

overcome for successful market deployment. The main obstacles to address relate to: safety and 

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/uam-market-study-executive-summary-v2.pdf
https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/uam-market-study-executive-summary-v2.pdf
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security, economic viability, transportation demand, regulation, transport market substitution, and 

public acceptance. Some specific requirements to consider included: 

 Infrastructure: Air traffic management system, service centers, vertiports/vertistops, receiving 

vessels (last mile delivery for small freight), refueling/electric charging, docking stations, 

distribution hubs 

 Aircraft: Sensing systems, battery performance, autonomy, vehicle and factory cost, certification 

cost 

 Operations: Operator certifications, corporate costs and energy costs, insurance, fleet size, 

digital services (website and mobile applications), vehicle life expectancy, payment system/fare 

collection 

 The study provided the following characteristics of air metro and air taxis. 

Air Metros 

 2-5 passenger autonomous VTOL aircraft with an average of three passengers per trip 

  10-70 miles per trip 

 Predetermined routes that are scheduled prior to the flight 

 Infrastructure includes: 100-300 vertiports/vertistops per MSA within larger metro areas with 

high traffic, charging stations for eVTOL, service stations, and UTM 

 Competing technologies: Subway, bus, bike, rideshare, driverless cars, (personal vehicle, ride-

hail or rideshare) 

The study indicated that regulatory requirements include air worthiness standards development, UTM, 

flight above people, weight and altitude restrictions, Beyond Visual Line of Site (BVLOS), operator 

certifications, identification, and environmental restrictions.   

The analysis indicated that Air Metros are viable and profitable by 2028, with a price of $50 per trip in 

2028 and $30 per trip in 2030 as passenger trips increase. Trips were projected to increase from 130 

million in the first profitable year with 4.1 thousand vehicles operating, to 740 million in 2030 with 

23,000 vehicles operating. By 2030, there may be vertiport structures developed strictly for servicing the 

eVTOL industry.  

Air Taxis  

 2-5 passenger autonomous VTOL aircraft with an average of one passengers per trip 

 10-70 miles per trip, with on-demand routes that are unscheduled and different each time 

 Competing technologies: Human-driven and autonomous cars, rideshare/taxi service, commuter 

rail, subway, bus 

 Infrastructure includes: Dense levels of vertiport/vertistop development for closer “door-to-

door” model, charging stations, service stations, and UTM. The high cost of ubiquitous vertiport 

development is described as a challenge for widespread adoption of the Air Taxi model. There 

may be specialized markets in very dense areas with concentrations of high levels of wealth. 

 This is also potentially a follow-up market to the delivery and Air Metro concepts, with 

incremental ramp-up. 
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The technology will require improved battery technology, autonomous flight capabilities, detect-and-

avoid, electric propulsion, and GPS-denied technology. 

Regulatory requirements include air worthiness standards development, UTM, flight above people, 

weight and altitude restrictions, BVLOS, operator certifications, identification, and environmental 

restrictions.  

An air taxi market was surmised to be less viable due to the high levels of investment required for 

ubiquitous vertiports. Deployments of air taxis were considered to only be viable in major metropolitan 

areas with high levels of wealth, an example being Manhattan to the suburbs.  

Public Acceptance 

Public Acceptance was identified as one of the largest hindrances to making the UAM viable and 

successful. Of the 2,500 respondents of the survey, only 25% indicated that they were comfortable with 

autonomous aerial mobility. The surveys shed light onto the five largest concerns of public acceptance: 

safety, privacy, job security, environmental threats, and noise/visual disruption. The safety concerns 

extended from passengers, to bystanders and a leeriness of autonomous technology. The study 

suggested technology research and development, unified messaging campaigns, and proactive 

engagement with concerned groups to resolve some of the issues related to public acceptance. This may 

include large scale demonstrations and pilot programs.  

The Market Study suggested a phased approach to addressing public concerns that includes: 

 2018-2020: (Minimal UAS Visibility) Address fears of autonomous technology, resolve privacy 

concerns 

 2020-2025: (Pilot Program Rollouts) Engage unions, work with environmental groups 

 2025-2035: (Steady Operations) Minimize noise pollution, and visual disruption 

Regulatory Framework/Governance 

NASA’s market study indicated that today’s regulations won’t suffice for large deployments of air 

mobility. It stated that there are five major categories of regulation that will need to be addressed: 

 Air traffic and fleet operation management 

 Vehicle development and production 

 Airspace design and implementation 

 Individual vehicle management and operations 

 Community integration 

The majority of the regulatory requirements reside at the Federal level with FAA, USDOT, and 

Department of Homeland Security (DHS). State and local involvement will be in areas such as  zoning 

and infrastructure requirements, local ordinances, and registration requirements for vehicle operations 

(operator and vehicle). The study predicted that absent any significant changes, the anticipated timeline 

for the necessary regulations to be in place for scalable operations of air metro and air taxis is 

approximately 10 years or more.  

The study looked at the existing regulatory requirements for air metro and air taxi. These two 

operations are most closely paralleled by the rules that govern helicopter operations. The study stated 
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that adding autonomy and electrification into the mix will require a significant degree of maturation to 

existing regulations and/or the introduction of new regulations. It stated further that integrated and 

automated UAM traffic management systems are still in a nascent state and that pathways to vehicle 

(eVTOL aircraft) certification still need to be charted. The study predicted that the future of UAM 

regulation will be a marriage between evolutions of the FAA rules for small unmanned aircraft (Part 107 

of FAA rules) and for manned commercial air operations (Parts 135 and 91 of FAA rules). The study 

predicts that this process will likely be time-consuming, labor-intensive, and completed in incremental 

steps.  

4.2.21 Urban Air Mobility (UAM) Market Study Executive Briefing 
Website: https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20190001472.pdf 

Publication/Format: Executive Briefing Presented to National Aeronautics and Space Administration – 

Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate 

Authors/Organization: Booz | Allen | Hamilton 

Date: October 5, 2018 

Overview: This paper described emergent and expanded operational concepts for UAM for which NASA 

is developing. The scope of work was defined in terms of missions, aircrafts, airspace, and hazards. The 

report also examined past and current UAM operations for consideration in data exchange architecture 

and communications. The intent of the paper was to develop a framework for NASA’s UAM airspace 

integration research and development efforts with partners and stakeholders that could include fast-

time simulations, human-in-the-loop simulations, and flight demonstrations. 

The introduction provided context to the development of aviation technologies that have led to the 

possibility of UAM and provided some uses and benefits. The paper continued by reviewing studies to 

date on UAM.  

Section II reviewed past and current UAM operations: 

 Past operations since the 1940s including helicopters 

 Current operations are still limited to helicopters, but there are new potential manufacturers 

and operators which are outlined 

Section III presented an overview of UAM, including the goals, principles, barriers, and benefits. 

The UAM operations were defined as: 

 Emergent UAM operations: Characterized by low-tempo, low-density flights along a small set of 

fixed routes between a few take-off and landing areas 

 Early expanded UAM operations: Characterized by higher-tempo, higher-density flights in a 

small network of vertiports feeding a common hub location and managed by UAM operator and 

third-party services 

 Mature UAM operations: Characterized by high-tempo, high-density flights in a multi-hub 

network; the number of aircraft in operation would be of an order of magnitude much higher 

than what the current national airspace system (NAS) can accommodate 

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/archive/nasa/casi.ntrs.nasa.gov/20190001472.pdf
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Section IV defines the scope of the concepts with regard to:  

 Missions: Proposed trip types 

 Aircraft: Discussion of VTOLs and their benefits, as well as various other aircraft configurations 

 Airspace: Defines where operations would occur 

 Hazards: Discussions of hazards and risks for operations 

Section V described at a high-level NASA’s initial airspace integration concepts for both emergent and 

early expanded UAM operations. This section provided context to how UAM operations will look and 

why as the study proposes.  

Section VI discussed NASA’s plan to develop and refine the initial airspace integration concepts for both 

emergent and early expanded UAM operations. This was a future-looking section that lists what other 

projects are going to address.  

4.2.22 Urban Air Mobility: The rise of a new mobility of transportation 
Website: www.rolandberger.com  

Organization: Roland Berger  

Authors: Dr. Stephan Baur, Dr. Stephan Schickram, Andre Homulenko, Nicolas Martinez, and Alexander 

Dyskin 

Publication/Format: Report 

Date: November 2018 

Overview: The Roland Berger report discussed the business case for UAM and factors for success. The 

report indicated that the success must deliver: 

 Fastest travel option: eVTOL trips should be between 15-25 kilometers (nine-16 miles) for real 

time savings, and provide the service faster than the alternative 

 Reasonable fares: Unmanned, autonomous technology will reduce the necessary purchase price 

of a fare 

 Safe and enjoyable experience: Customer perception of safety and reliability 

 Integrated mobility solution: Full spectrum solution including reservation app with door-to-

door service, integrated with existing transportation network  

 Passenger winning service: Convenience and accessibility 

Based on the authors’ research and interviews, the report indicated that there will be 100,000 

passenger drones by 2050. 

The air markets of the future were identified as: 

 Air Taxis: On-demand, non-stop ride-hailing style service within 15-25 kilometers (nine -16 

miles), landing spaces throughout a city, charging infrastructure at each station location. 

o Technology: Multicopters are identified as appropriate air taxi technology due to lower 

speeds, and smaller landing pad needs.  

 Airport Shuttles (Suburban to Urban): provides short and longer distance trips between airport 

and landing locations, carries two to four passengers, pre-booked trips. 
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o Technology: Tilt Wing/Convertible Aircraft/Hybrids for greater cruising speeds, but less 

need for constant hovering.  

 Intercity Flights: Travels between 50 and 250 kilometers (31 to 155 miles) - medium to long 

distance trips, carries two to four passengers, pre-scheduled flights, city-to-city connection, for 

commuters and business travelers. 

o Technology: Fixed-wing Vectored Thrust provides greater speed with less hovering 

capability needed. Dedicated landing areas will be necessary.  

The report predicted that pilot projects will begin in the early 2020s, specifically in cities that are on the 

forefront: Dubai, Singapore, Dallas, Los Angeles, and Tokyo. Autonomous flights were estimated to 

begin sometime in the 2030s.  

The report provided helpful descriptions of each of the UAM technologies: Multicopter, Quadcopter, 

Hybrid, Tilt-Wing/Convertible Aircraft, and Fixed-Wing Vectored Thrust.  

 Multicopter: No wings, more than four propellers, two to four passenger capacity, maximum 

speed 80-100 km/h (50-62 mph), Example: Volocopter.  

 Quadcopter: No wings, four fixed propellers, two to six passenger capacity, speeds between 120 

to 150 km/h (75-93 mph). 

 Hybrid: Fixed, forward-facing propellers, upward facing and retractable propellers for 

lift/landing, two to four passenger capacity, speeds between 150 to 200 km/h (93 to 124 mph). 

 Tilt-Wing/Convertible Aircraft: Multiple propellers/ducted fans that can be tilted for take-

off/landing/flying/hovering, two to four passenger capacity, speeds between 180 to 250 km/h 

(112-155 mph). 

 Fixed-Wing Vectored Thrust: Winged take-off/landing, variable direction fans, two to four 

passenger capacity, speeds between 200 to 300 km/h (124 to 196 mph).  

Other important factors outside of the vehicle development were noted as: 

 Infrastructure: eVTOL landing sites, maintenance and charging locations, 5G cellular network 

 Service Providers: Operate predictive traffic management system, handle cleaning and 

maintenance 

 Public Acceptance: Convey service benefits – speed, economy, safe, enjoyable, environmentally 

friendly  

The absence of a regulatory framework was noted as one of the greatest challenges of advancing UAM. 

The report identified collision avoidance, prevention of injuries from crashes, and respect for privacy as 

three areas that need to be addressed by regulations. It also stated that noise and emission impacts 

need to be taken into consideration when certifying these new aircraft.   

5 Hyperloop  
Research content related to Hyperloop is organized by Web Resources Reviewed, followed by Literature 

Review. The Web Resources Reviewed section provides links to developer websites with technical 

content, as well as resources available from USDOT. Technical literature, reports and resources follow 

this section with website links (if available), organization/authors, and a review of the literature content.  
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5.1 Web Resources Reviewed 
The hyperloop industry is dominated by three developers: VHO, Hyperloop TT, and TransPod. Of these 

three, VHO and Hyperloop TT have a significant presence in the U.S., while TransPod, is a Canadian 

company.   

5.1.1 Virgin One Hyperloop 
Website: https://hyperloop-one.com/ 

Status: Testing, Studies 

Overview: While VHO is one of the companies to respond to Elon Musk’s Hyperloop Alpha white paper, 

the company is not affiliated with Elon Musk. VHO’s stated goal is to have an operational hyperloop 

system in place for passengers and freight by the mid-2020s, which is contingent on the regulatory and 

certification process.  

VHO started out as Hyperloop Technologies in 2014 and started testing and evaluating components of 

hyperloop technology in their Los Angeles Innovation Campus. In 2016, VHO conducted a “Propulsion 

Open Air Test” which achieved 136 miles per hour in 2.2 seconds to test the motor and electronics 

system. That same year, VHO launched the Hyperloop One Global Challenge, an open call for candidates 

to provide proposals for hyperloop technology in their region. There were approximately 2,600 

registrants. In 2017, VHO announced ten finalists. They included: 

 Toronto to Montreal 

 Bengaluru to Chennai in India 

 Mumbai to Chennai in India 

 Mexico City to Guadalajar 

 Edinburgh to London 

 Glasgow to Liverpool 

 Chicago to Columbus to Pittsburgh 

 Miami to Orlando 

 Cheyenne to Denver to Pueblo 

 Dallas to Laredo to Houston 

Test Facility: In August 2016, VHO broke ground on a test facility in Nevada called DevLoop. In May 

2017, VHO became the first company in the world to test a full-scale hyperloop system on 100 feet of 

track. In summer 2017, the vehicle “aeroshell” was unveiled. That capsule/pod was able to travel the 

500-meter distance in DevLoop. The capsule accelerated for 300 meters, glided above the track using 

magnetic levitation and then came to a stop. In 2017, VHO completed testing achieving 240 miles per 

hour.   

VHO announced that a new testing facility – the Advanced Technology Development and Testing Center 

– will open in Spain. Latest reports indicated that the site will open in 2020 to work in the development, 

testing and certification realm.  Another test track is planned in Saudi Arabia, which VHO press releases 

indicated will incorporate research and development, testing and advanced manufacturing. VHO is 

working with the Saudi Arabia Economic City Authority (ECA) to study the potential of building the 

longest hyperloop track for testing and certification. (https://hyperloop-one.com/saudi-arabia-looks-

build-worlds-first-long-range-hyperloop-test-track-partnership-virgin-hyperloop-one). 

https://hyperloop-one.com/
https://hyperloop-one.com/saudi-arabia-looks-build-worlds-first-long-range-hyperloop-test-track-partnership-virgin-hyperloop-one
https://hyperloop-one.com/saudi-arabia-looks-build-worlds-first-long-range-hyperloop-test-track-partnership-virgin-hyperloop-one
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VHO recently announced (January 2020) that they received interest from various states across the U.S. 

that are interested in hosting the VHO Hyperloop Certification Center (HCC). Specific states highlighted 

include Delaware, Georgia, Missouri, New Mexico, North Carolina, North Dakota, Ohio, South Dakota, 

Tennessee, Texas, Washington, and West Virginia.   

Technology: The website explained VHO as a new mode of transport that can move people and freight 

quickly and safely utilizing electric propulsion through a low-pressure tube. Capsules/pods float above 

tracks at rapid speeds using magnetic levitation for long distances. The capsules are autonomous and 

have no carbon emissions. The hyperloop technology is described as fixed route on-demand service 

because while the route is fixed, the capsules themselves could have varying schedules and stops. VHO 

materials suggested that the cost of hyerloop is less than implementing high-speed rail or maglev trains 

because both modes require power along the entire length of the track.  

VHO estimated that hyperloop will have a top speed of 670 miles per hour, which is two to three times 

faster than high-speed rail and magnetic levitation trains and 10-15 times faster than traditional rail. 

VHO’s capsules are propelled through a low-pressure tube utilizing a proprietary electric propulsion 

system that has two basic components: a rotor, which rotates, and a stator, which is stationary. The 

stator is an electromagnet. When an electric current passes through it, the rotor is magnetically 

attracted to spin. The rotor is mounted to the pod, and the stator is mounted to the tube. The pod 

straddles the stator as it accelerates. According to VHO, the G forces experienced by passengers will be 

the same as the G forces experienced during the take-off of a Boeing 747. Website review indicated that 

their technology could potentially be 100 percent carbon free depending on the energy source that is 

used to power it.   

The tube is made from steel to avoid puncturing or buckling. If air pressure increases within the tube 

due to leaks or punctures, VHO indicates that the capsule will slowly come to a stop due to the added air 

pressure, and portions of the tube can be sectioned off for emergency evacuation. 

Feasibility Studies: VHO partnered with Black & Veatch and the University of Missouri System in 2018 

for a feasibility study to evaluate a hyperloop route along I-70 in Missouri between Kansas City and St. 

Louis. According to a VHO announcement, the findings included:  

 80% increase in ridership demand from 16,000 to 51,000 riders per round trip  

 Savings from less time spent on the road, adding up to $410 million per year 

 Reduction in accidents along I-70 

 Reduction of travel time between Kansas City and St. Louis, from 3 ½ hours to 28 minutes.  

 One-way passenger costs estimated to be lower than the cost to drive 

 Infrastructure costs that are estimated to be 40% less than typical high speed rail projects 

(https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-

united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology) 

 

https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
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Figure 40 Missouri Hyperloop Feasibility Study along I-70, Virgin Hyperloop One, Source: Virgin Hyperloop One: https://hyperloop-

one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-

one-technology 

  

 

Research also showed that North Carolina is also working with VHO to study hyperloop technology to 

connect Raleigh, Durham, and Chapel Hill (aka the Research Triangle) in under ten minutes. The North 

Carolina Regional Transportation Alliance (RTA) is examining hyperloop potential as a regional and inter-

city transport option. This initial pre-feasibility work is examining the potential of a hyperloop route 

Figure 41: Missouri Hyperloop One Feasibility Study Map, Virgin Hyperloop One, Image Source: Virgin 

Hyperloop One: https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-

united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology 

 

https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
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along existing freeways (I-40 and NC 147). Four potential stations have been identified at Downtown 

Raleigh/North Carolina State University area, Downtown Durham/Duke University area, Downtown 

Chapel Hill/University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill area, and Raleigh-Durham International Airport 

(RDU)/Research Triangle Park area. (https://hyperloop-one.com/north-carolina-becomes-ninth-state-

explore-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology)  

The State of Maharashtra has announced its intent to build hyperloop between Pune and Mumbai, 

beginning with a demonstration track. The VHO media release indicates that the route will support 150 

million passenger trips a year and lead to economic growth. The construction is indicated to begin as a 

test track for demonstration. The route supports both passengers and freight, with a proposed 25-

minute connection between Pune, Navi Mumbai International Airport and Mumbai. It is stated that the 

route could result in $55 billion USD of economic benefits within 30 years of operations, and would 

support environmental sustainability with up to 150,000-ton reduction in greenhouse gas emissions. The 

project is intended to be a public-private partnership (P3) arrangement. (https://hyperloop-

one.com/indian-state-maharashtra-announces-their-intent-build-first-hyperloop-route-india-and-signs-

historic-agreement-virgin-hyperloop-one) 

5.1.2 Hyperloop Transportation Technologies (Hyperloop TT) 
Website: https://www.hyperlooptt.com/ 

Status: Testing, Studies 

Overview: Hyperloop TT was founded in 2013 as an innovative transportation and technology company 

claiming to be the first hyperloop technology company to be created following Musk’s open call for 

hyperloop development.  

Technology: HyperloopTT materials reviewed described its technology as a passive magnetic levitation 

transportation mode for intra-city travel that transports capsules at high speeds through a network of 

tubes. The hyperloop capsule has an exterior made of carbon fiber and sensors to provide data on the 

operating conditions. The tubes were described as 13 feet in diameter and 20 feet high. The tubes can 

be built below ground, at-grade with a cut and cover, or elevated with pylons where necessary. At any 

elevation, capsules are protected from weather elements by the tube. Capsules are battery powered 

and the system can be powered through solar panels on the top of the hyperloop tube and stations, 

which can also generate additional power.  

Vacuum units would be located every 6.2 miles within the tubes to maintain low pressure within the 

tube (< 100 Pa) to allow the capsules to travel fast within the tube without using significant energy. The 

capsules would be propelled utilizing a proprietary passive magnetic levitation technology called 

“Inductrack”, in which the capsule levitates over an unpowered but conductive track.   

Figure 42 Hyperloop TT Capsule Diagram, Hyperloop TT Image Source: Hyperloop TT: https://www.hyperlooptt.com/  

https://hyperloop-one.com/north-carolina-becomes-ninth-state-explore-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/north-carolina-becomes-ninth-state-explore-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/indian-state-maharashtra-announces-their-intent-build-first-hyperloop-route-india-and-signs-historic-agreement-virgin-hyperloop-one
https://hyperloop-one.com/indian-state-maharashtra-announces-their-intent-build-first-hyperloop-route-india-and-signs-historic-agreement-virgin-hyperloop-one
https://hyperloop-one.com/indian-state-maharashtra-announces-their-intent-build-first-hyperloop-route-india-and-signs-historic-agreement-virgin-hyperloop-one
https://www.hyperlooptt.com/
https://www.hyperlooptt.com/
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Operations: Hyperloop TT’s website indicated that their capsules will be able to carry between 28 and 

50 passengers, travel at a speed of 760 mph, and transport more than 160,000 passengers daily. The 

website did not provide details on the number of capsules that would be needed to serve that many 

passengers.   

Infrastructure: Hyperloop stations would be 

necessary to accommodate the tubes and ingress 

and egress of passenger movements. Hyperloop 

TT materials claimed that their stations would 

require a footprint of approximately 15,500 

square feet. Stations are envisioned to be 

integrated into the community and spur transit-

oriented development (TOD). Customer’s would 

likely experience electronic ticketing, on-demand 

boarding, biometric interfaces for check-in and 

wayfinding.  

Feasibility Studies: HyperloopTT has completed the first major public feasibility study in partnership 

with the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA) and the Transportation Economics and 

Management Systems, Inc. (TEMS). The study considered both the technical and economic feasibility of 

the technology. The Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study (GLHFS) evaluated the operations, cost, 

routes, and fares, speed, construction, and environmental impacts of the high-speed technology along 

three separate routes.   

The GLHFS evaluated potential corridors connecting Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh. Three routes 

were evaluated based on the factors provided above. While the top speed of the route is 760 mph, the 

average route speed was noted to be between 439 mph and 593 mph depending on the alternative. The 

capital cost for the Cleveland to Chicago segment ranged from $16.4 billion ($48.56million per mile) to 

$20.8 billion ($65.9 million per mile). In addition to the main corridor, the Pittsburg extension via 

Cranberry ranged from an additional $3.65 billion ($67.43 million per mile) to $8.40 billion ($60.59 

million per mile). The Pittsburgh extension via the airport ranged from $4.11 billion ($75.44 million per 

mile) and $9.11 billion ($64.22 million per mile). The annual operating cost was estimated to be $436.5 

million per year, with the largest operating cost being the capsule crews. The study forecasted that the 

hyperloop routes would not require any operating subsidies, with farebox revenue able to cover the 

costs of operations.  

HyperloopTT evaluated the comparison of HyperloopTT technology cost and travel time from Cleveland 

to Chicago to other modes, assuming a $40 one-way fare cost and 47-minute trip for the hyperloop 

service. HyperloopTT website documents provided a comparison shown in Figure 44). 

Figure 43 Hyperloop TT Infrastructure Concept, Hyperloop TT 

Image Source: Hyperloop TT: https://www.hyperlooptt.com/  

https://www.hyperlooptt.com/
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Test Facility: HyperloopTT also has a test facility located in Toulouse, France where there is a full-scale 

prototype and research and development center. Toulouse is referenced as the “staging ground” for 

commercial projects.  

5.1.3 TransPod 
Website: http://transpodresearch.org/ and https://transpod.com/en/  

Status: Testing, Studies 

Overview: TransPod was founded in October 2015 to begin design of a hyperloop technology. The 

company received seed investment in November 2016. In March 2017, it opened new offices in Canada, 

France and Italy. TransPod has various partners, including Liebherr-Aerospace. 

TransPod’s website indicated that they intend to position themselves as a developer rather than an 

operator or manufacturer. TransPod will supply the rolling stock and provide expertise in construction 

and development of the line. However, they will leave the actual construction and operation to other 

companies. Materials reviewed indicated that their involvement may be more substantial in the 

beginning of technology implementation. Their business model is like that of rolling stock manufacturers 

for transit vehicles.    

TransPod conducted an Initial Cost Study in June 2017 which concluded that the TransPod hyperloop 

system could cost 50 percent less than high-speed rail in Southwestern Ontario. They followed up with a 

peer-reviewed publication in September 2017 to explain how the hyperloop technology will work.  

Figure 44: Hyperloop TT Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study Infographic 

http://transpodresearch.org/
https://transpod.com/en/
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Technology: TransPod’s website described its hyperloop technology as completely electric with 

magnetic propulsion, designed to reach speeds of more than 1,000 kilometers an hour (621 miles per 

hour). The vehicle travels through tube infrastructure to carry passengers or freight. The TransPod 

system design assumes passengers and cargo vehicles will both travel along the same route at the same 

time. The vehicle is compared to an airline jet fuselage with rows of passenger seating. The design 

incorporates frequent headways, with vehicles designed to leave stations every 80 seconds. The 

capacity of the capsule is said to be 27 passengers. 

Freight transport is another use for hyperloop. TranPod completed a case study for a freight system 

connecting Montreal, Ottawa and Toronto. Annual benefits assumed with freight transport along this 

corridor includes 400,000 tons of CO2 emissions avoided, 300 freight-related crashes avoided, 2,150,000 

hours saved, and an annual operating revenue of $1,061,000,000. TransPod sites faster and affordable 

shipping. 

TransPod collaborated with REC Architecture on the conceptual design of a TransPod station. A video 

can be found here: (https://transpod.com/en/transpod-system/passenger-

transportation/#stationVideo). The video explored the passenger experience with integrated transit, 

easy ticketing and boarding, transit-oriented development and community-based amenities, and smart 

wayfinding. 

The TransPod website suggested various potential routes, but does not include additional details related 

to those routes. Routes identified in the U.S. included: 

 Chicago-Detroit-Toronto 

 New York-Boston 

 Washington DC-Philadelphia-New York 

 Vancouver-Seattle-Portland-San Francisco 

 Orlando-Miami 

 Dallas-Austin-San Antonio-Houston 

Service: TransPod claimed that hyperloop would be competitive with short and medium-haul aircraft, 

providing more dynamic services that can carry more on-demand services rather than the fixed nature 

of typical mass transit and airline operations. The capacity can be adjusted. Ticket prices are projected 

to cost below $75 per trip in trips similar to the Toronto to Montreal connection.  

Status: A 1.9-mile test site is under development in Haute-Vienne. The prototype will not include a 

pressurized cabin for transport and is not long enough to reach the full speed planned for operations. It 

is anticipated that the test site technology will achieve 600 kph (373 mph) 

5.1.4 Non-Traditional and Emerging Transportation Technologies (NETT) 

Council 
Website: https://www.transportation.gov/policy-initiatives/nett/us-department-transportations-nett-

council 

Overview: USDOT has established the NETT Council. Its purpose is to identify and resolve jurisdictional 

and regulatory gaps related to emerging technologies such as hyperloop with respect to: safety 

oversight, environmental review, and funding issues.  

https://transpod.com/en/transpod-system/passenger-transportation/#stationVideo
https://transpod.com/en/transpod-system/passenger-transportation/#stationVideo
https://www.transportation.gov/policy-initiatives/nett/us-department-transportations-nett-council
https://www.transportation.gov/policy-initiatives/nett/us-department-transportations-nett-council
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The listed duties of the NETT Council include recommending projects to the NETT Council Chair that 

warrant the establishment of a specific working group; resolving intermodal disagreements within 

USDOT over its role in relation to NETT projects, and identifying regulatory, statutory, and policy issues 

that could be an impediment to project implementation and identifying solutions and mitigation 

strategies. 

The full membership of the NETT Council, per the Charter included the following: 

 Secretary of Transportation, ex officio 

 Deputy Secretary of Transportation (Chair) 

 Under Secretary of Transportation for Policy (Vice Chair) 

 General Counsel  

 Chief Information Officer 

 Assistant Secretary for Research and Technology 

 Assistant Secretary for Budget and Programs 

 Administrators from the FAA, Federal Highway Administration (FHWA), Federal Motor Carrier 

Safety Administration, Federal Railroad Administration (FRA), Federal Transit Administration 

(FTA), Maritime Administration, National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA), and 

the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration 

 

5.2 Literature Reviewed 
For the purposes of analyzing Hyperloop technology, various studies and publications were reviewed in 

order to understand the applicability of the transit mode, service type, and findings.   

5.2.1 Black and Veatch: Virgin Hyperloop One Feasibility Summary 
Website: https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-

hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology  

Organization: Black and Veatch and Olsson Engineering 

Authors: Black and Veatch and Olsson Engineering 

Publication/Format: Press Release 

Date: October 17, 2018 

Overview: Black and Veatch conducted a nine-month study of a hyperloop route in the State of Missouri 

along I-70 to connect Kansas City, Columbia and St. Louis. The study analyzed impacts, station locations, 

regulatory issues, route alignments, and potential ROW. The study was conducted in coordination with 

VHO on behalf of the Missouri Hyperloop Coalition. The Coalition includes the Missouri Department of 

Transportation (MoDOT), the St. Louis Regional Chamber, the KC Tech Council, the University of 

Missouri System, and the Missouri Innovation Center in Columbia.  

The I-70 corridor is geographically flat providing an ideal corridor for hyperloop.  

Noteworthy findings from the report included: 

 80% increase in ridership demand (from 16,000 to 51,000 round trip) 

https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
https://hyperloop-one.com/black-veatch-announces-results-first-ever-feasibility-study-hyperloop-united-states-confirms-commercial-viability-virgin-hyperloop-one-technology
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 $410 million saved per year from less time spent on the road 

 $91 million savings from reduction of accidents along I-70 

 A 28-minute travel time from Kansas City to St. Louis (a 3.5-hour trip today) a 15 minute trip 

from Kansas City or St. Louis to Columbia (approximately 2 hours today) 

 Hyperloop cost would be lower than the cost of driving the same corridor 

 Confirmation that VHO linear tube infrastructure costs 40% less than other high speed rail 

technology.  

5.2.2 Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study 
Website: https://df8e02a7-c9d7-45bc-89b0-

ebfa2d7bf712.filesusr.com/ugd/96eba3_e0b8f11c5e4548f9b4fdc6e1cdd00d6d.pdf 

Organization: NOACA 

Authors: Transportation Economics and Management Systems, Inc. in cooperation with Hyperloop TT 

for the Northeast Ohio Areawide Coordinating Agency (NOACA). The agency is the designated 

Metropolitan Planning Organization (MPO) 

Publication/Format: Feasibility Study 

Date: December 2019 

Background: NOACA is a regional transportation and environmental planning agency in the greater 

Cleveland, Ohio area. NOACA includes Cuyahoga, Geauga, Lake, Lorain, and Medina Counties. 

In 2018, NOACA entered a Public-Private Partnership (P3) with Hyperloop TT to evaluate the potential 

for hyperloop service to connect Cleveland, Ohio and Chicago; with an extension to Pittsburgh added in 

2019. TEMS analyzed potential route alternatives based on various criteria including ridership, economic 

impact, cost estimates, and potential schedule needs. 

Overview: The location was identified as a potential hyperloop corridor that could bring economic 

benefits. The Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study (GLHFS) report indicated the need for a high-speed 

solution stemmed from increasing interstate traffic congestion, growing Amtrak ridership, air 

deregulation resulting in fewer regional air travel trips, and a widely geographically distributed 

population.   

At the date of this writing, The GLHFS is the most robust publicly available feasibility study identifying a 

specific corridor, utilizing assumed hyperloop operating characteristics from a private hyperloop 

developer. Since hyperloop is not a transit technology currently operating, all data was obtained from 

private developers based on research development and testing. The report product from GLHFS 

provided a reference to understand the general requirements for analysis (corridor alignments), costs, 

and operational characteristics for comparison and consideration. While technological capabilities 

remain to be seen, the report did provide insights into the market areas and potential for the 

technology. The study also identified known regulatory frameworks and clearances that will be required 

for corridor considerations.  

The process, methodology, and general corridor and technology assumptions set a framework for 

assessing hyperloop technology and corridor development.  

https://df8e02a7-c9d7-45bc-89b0-ebfa2d7bf712.filesusr.com/ugd/96eba3_e0b8f11c5e4548f9b4fdc6e1cdd00d6d.pdf
https://df8e02a7-c9d7-45bc-89b0-ebfa2d7bf712.filesusr.com/ugd/96eba3_e0b8f11c5e4548f9b4fdc6e1cdd00d6d.pdf
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Important highlights and takeways from the study included: 

 Basic design considerations related to the corridor and route development, linear infrastructure, 

station space needed, and capsules. The geography and densities will dictate whether a 

potential system would be underground, at-grade or elevated. 

 Capital and operating cost estimates. 

 Economic case supporting hyperloop benefits based on potential ridership and service 

characteristics – for an entire region.  

 The hyperloop technology may provide fast inter-city connectivity while maintaining energy 

efficiency.  

 Hyperloop technology will provide the opportunity to reduce dependency on other 

transportation modes.  

 Hyperloop technology could play a vital role in both passenger and freight transportation.  

 Hyperloop performed well in the financial and economic analysis. Using the USDOT FRA and 

Tiger Grant methodology, the project analysis resulted in a strong operating ratio of 4.15 and a 

profit of $30 billion over the project life. Freight was determined to double the passenger 

revenues.  

 There is a strong case for a P3 development of a hyperloop system based on economic benefits 

that include 931,745 man years of work, $47.5 Billion of added income and $74.8 Billion in 

added property values.  

The study was conducted utilizing existing USDOT procedures and regulations for traditional modes. The 

NETT Council is expected to develop a regulatory framework for emerging technologies in the future.  

It is anticipated that the next phase of the study will be to conduct an Environmental Impact Study (EIS) 

utilizing the FAST ACT evaluation process, which will require additional funding. There is no clarity 

provided in whether it would be through the FHWA, FRA or the Surface Transportation Board (STB).  

The report was divided into sections, including: Project Overview; Hyperloop Technology and Approach 

to the Corridor Development; Service and Operating Plan; Demographics, Socioeconomics and 

Transportation Systems; Hyperloop Ridership and Revenue; Hyperloop Freight Market; Capital Costs; 

Operating Costs; Financial and Economic Analysis; Public Outreach; and Conclusion & Next Steps.   

Key areas are described briefly below. The data assumptions are the latest identified assumptions that 

can be used for Hyperloop TT planning assumptions.  

Hyperloop Technology and Approach to Corridor Development: This section of the GLHFS report 

provided a description of the corridor alignment and space needed based on the Hyperloop technology. 

The transport market was delineated as intra-city passenger and cargo travel. This section described the 

anticipated characteristics and components of the system: 

 Capsules would travel through a low-pressure tube environment with passive magnetic 

levitation technology and linear electric motor. Hyperloop TT has an exclusive license with 

Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories for its passive magnetic levitation technology. 

According to Hyperloop TT, their levitation technology does not require power. The capsules 

would use wheels at the start and end of each trip with a linear electric motor and redundant 

breaking mechanisms for additional safety.   
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 The hyperloop tube can be elevated, at-

grade or underground and provides a 

separated and protected environment 

for the hyperloop capsule to operate.  A 

typical span was described as 100 feet. 

Underground guideways are 

recommended for urban, built-out 

environments, and require 30 feet of 

overburden (the earthen material above 

the tunnel) for boring. Emergency exits 

were identified as necessary every six to 

seven miles. 

 The capsule design was indicated to 

include an outer shell that separates the 

passengers from the vacuum environment of the tube infrastructure. The capsule was likened to 

a fuselage utilized by the aerospace industry.   

 Capsules will have cabins designed inside for passenger comfort and enjoyment, with listed 

features such as augmented reality windows, trip information and entertainment. The rate of 

acceleration is expected to be appropriate for providing maximum customer comfort.  

 Design was assumed to be net energy positive due to the passive magnetic levitation system, 

reduced pressure environment reducing vehicle drag, and potential for solar panels. The report 

indicated that the regenerative braking system recovers energy to put back into the network.  

 Typical civil engineering work will be required at the station locations  

 Station locations were envisioned to typical of transit stations, as well as airports and high-

speed rail terminals. 

 ADA compliance was assumed for stations and vehicle access.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Integration with other transit modes and first/last mile options. 

 Up to 120 second headways assumed, but capable of meeting 40 second headways during peak 

periods. 

Figure 45: HyperloopTT Elevated Tube Infrastructure, Image Source: 

Hyperloop TT, Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study, 2019 

 

Figure 46: Hyperloop TT Station Concept Design, Photo Source: Hyperloop 

TT, Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study, 2019 
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 Operations Control Centers were assumed to provide human oversight to autonomous 

operations. The control system was described to manage the hyperloop operations, schedules, 

commands, and traffic management system plans. 

Hyperloop Research and 

Development Facilities: 

HyperloopTT completed 

construction of its full-scale test 

facility in Toulouse, France in 

November 2019. A steel tube was 

constructed that is 13.1 feet in 

diameter and roughly less than a 

quarter mile long. Hyperloop TT 

expects to work with proper 

regulatory authorities within the 

U.S. and Europe to develop 

appropriate Hyperloop technology 

regulations. Currently, there is an 

absence of regulatory 

environmental criteria specific to hyperloop. The study stated that further coordination is needed 

through the USDOT’s NETT Council.  

Hyperloop Corridor Alignment Considerations: The GLHFS uses the accepted rail and magnetic 

levitation design principles that are utilized by the FRA.  

 Study assumed a maximum 0.1 g acceleration, which is the FRA recommendation. An 

acceleration of 0.1 g requires a distance of 45 miles to accelerate to 760 mph. In the event of an 

emergency, the report indicated that the hyperloop technology could break from top speeds in 

approximately 12 miles. 

 Horizontal and vertical curves were assumed to be consistent with maximum curve degrees set 

by FRA requirements, and are consistent with high-speed rail standard, avoiding the 

requirement for passengers to wear seat belts. The straighter the alignment, the greater speed 

the hyperloop technology can maintain.   

Route Development: Routes were developed based on need, employment and growth, and overall 

network connectivity. Socioeconomic projections were aggregated and applied to the demand model. 

The analysis showed that adding a Pittsburgh extension would likely double the ridership (100% or more 

increase) while only increasing the length of the corridor by 43 percent.  

The study team analyzed the three routes considering end-to-end ridership without intermediate stops, 

with intermediate stations, and including the Pittsburgh extension options. Operations plans were 

developed to consider the travel times and potential guideway needs to estimate costs and ridership.  

The three route assumptions are generally summarized below: 

Figure 47: Hyperloop TT Test and Certification Center in Toulouse, France Photo 
Source: Hyperloop TT, Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study, 2019 
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 Alternative 1, Straight Line Route: Sticks to a straight line to the greatest extent possible, 

connecting the Cleveland Airport to Chicago, assuming tunneling under the Great Lakes. Route 

characteristics included: 

o Cleveland to Chicago 

o 315.3 miles in length, 69-mile tunnel under the Great Lakes 

o Travel time 0:31:52 

o Serves only the end points: Cleveland and Chicago (with potential stops at the Cleveland 

Hopkins International Airport, Toledo and South Bend) 

 Alternative 2, Toll Road Route: Parallels the Ohio and Indiana Turnpike, straightening when the 

highways alignment was too curvy. Pittsburg extension follows along the Pennsylvania Turnpike. 

Assumes significant boring throughout the corridor.  

o Cleveland to Chicago 

 50 minutes (the slowest of the three alternatives) 

 Due to curves, unable to reach 760 mph maximum speed 

 Average commercial speed of 439 mph 

 Boring assumed underneath Downtown Cleveland; between Cleveland Hopkins 

Airport and Elyria; deep tunneling between Perrysburg through Toledo to 

Swanton; underneath the Maumee River; underneath the town of Angola; 

through South Bend, Indiana; From Portage, Indiana to Buffington Harbor, 

Indiana; most of the portion between Buffington Harbor, Indiana; through 

Englewood, Indiana to Chicago, Illinois)   

 Other portions of the corridor assume potential cut-and-cover, with some uses 

of an elevated corridor.  

o Toll Road Extension Route: Pittsburgh to Cleveland  

 Approximately 24 minutes 

 Geometry constrains hyperloop capsules to average 339 mph, never reaching 

the maximum 760 mph speed 

 Deep tunneling may be a consideration to approach Cleveland due to rising 

terrain and river valleys, Tunneling may also be needed between Strongsville 

and Boston Heights OH, from Freedom to Newton Falls OH, the Canfield area, 

under the Fort Wayne Rail Line, under the Highlands Cranberry Golf course, and 

from Cranberry Township to Pittsburgh.  

 Portions of the corridor are along high voltage electric transmission lines which 

will likely prohibit the development of an elevated alignment 

 Alternative 3, Hybrid Route: Follows along straight portions of rail and highway alignments to 

minimize need for right-of-way (ROW) 

o Cleveland to Chicago  

 Approximately 37 minutes 

 Reaches maximum speed of 760 mph for a significant portion of the corridor 

 Stops located at Downtown Cleveland, Cleveland Hopkins Airport, Toledo 

Airport, South Bend, and Downtown Chicago 

 Most the alignment utilizes a cut-and-cover or elevated alignment 
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 Deep tunneling is assumed between Perrysburg through Toledo to Delta, Ohio 

due to lack of ROW; under Valparaiso due to development; between Buffington 

Harbor, Indiana to Chicago, Illinois.  

o Hybrid Extension via Airport to Pittsburgh 

 Requires tunneling northeast under Cleveland 

 Approximately 19 minutes 

 Average commercial speed of 447 mph 

 Stops located in Pittsburgh and Youngstown 

 A majority of the corridor will require tunneling due to infrastructure and 

geographic impediments 

It is anticipated that the next phase will include and environmental impact assessment prior to 

construction. 

Corridor Demographics, Socioeconomic & Transportation Databases: The GLHFS forecasted travel 

demand within the corridor, incorporating socioeconomic characteristics, transportation networks, and 

trips at the zonal level. This resulted in ridership and revenue model outputs by zone level. The analysis 

equated the value of time metric equivalent to air travel for the modeling purposes since assumed 

speeds are suggested to exceed those of air travel, as a conservative estimate.  

Hyperloop Ridership and Revenue: 

The GLHFS analyzed factors that will 

impact the travel markets, including 

vehicle fuel price and efficiency, and 

highway congestion alongside 

hyperloop service assumptions and 

competition with other transit modes. 

The largest station volumes were in 

Chicago, Cleveland and Pittsburgh. The 

estimated ridership for each of the 

hyperloop alternatives was: 

 Toll Road Alternative: 12.3 

million trips in 2020, 13.74 

million trips in 2030, and 16.86 

million trips in  2050 

 Hybrid Alternative: 9.46 million 

trips in 2020, 10.69 million 

trips in 2030, and 13.11 million 

trips in 2050 

While the analysis showed that automobiles would still have the highest travel market share, the 

analysis did show a drop from more than 90% of the market share to 67-73%. The analysis surmised that 

automobile trips will still dominate due to shorter trips that do not require the long-distance, faster 

mode of transport. The hyperloop travel market share was estimated to be approximately 24.5% (Hybrid 

Alternative) to 31.5% (Toll road Alternative). More than 50% of the hyperloop trips were indicated to be 

Figure 48: Hyperloop Value of Time Comparison, Photo Source: Great Lakes 
Hyperloop Feasibility Study, 2019 
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diverted from other modes of travel. The trip purpose was divided by Business (35.8-38.9%), Commuter 

(15-15.8%) and Other (46.2-48.4%). The report noted that Business trips can likely yield a higher 

maximum fare rate of $1.08 per mile, with commuters and others yielding a max fare rate of 55 cents 

per mile. However, these rates were lowered for the analysis – with 25 cents per mile for Commuter and 

Social riders, and 40 cents a mile for Business. The average trip length was estimated to be 240 miles for 

business and commuters, and 300 miles for social and other travel. The study estimated fares to be 

lower than alternative modes including Amtrak and air travel options. 

Based on the ridership and estimated fare costs per mile, the revenue forecast for the GLHFS included: 

 Toll Road Alternative: $915 million in 2020, $1.04 million in 2030, $1,300 million in 2050 

 Hybrid Alternative: $729 million in 2020, $835 million in 2040, $1,049 million in 2050 

Freight Market: The GLHFS report referenced the potential for hyperloop to serve freight markets due 

to its speed and lower cost compared to air freight and intercity truck freight operations. The report 

referenced four potential freight markets: full container or truckload, next day air cargo container, LTL 

(Less-than-Load) ground freight, and same-day express parcel. Generally, full size ocean or domestic 

containers are larger than the diameter of the hyperloop tube dimensions. A GOODS™ Model database 

was used to analyze freight distribution based on socioeconomic data, origin and destination commodity 

flow data, network data, and shipper values of time for different commodities. The USDOT FHWA 

Freight Analysis Framework (FAF-4) was also used as a baseline control for the analysis.  

The results of the analysis indicated that hyperloop would be competitive for air freight, as well as LTL 

truck freight. 

Air Freight: The report indicated that the air freight could contribute 40 cents per ton mile to the 

bottom line. Following an analysis utilizing the FAF-4, the GLHFS indicated hyperloop will be faster and 

cheaper than existing air freight transport between Cleveland and Chicago, and estimated hyperloop can 

obtain 76% of the market share. The report indicated that the air freight movement through the 

corridor is relatively small and will account for 60,000 tons of cargo per year in 2022 for hyperloop.  

LTL Ground Express Freight: The report indicated that LTL ground freight could contribute 25 cents per 

ton mile to the bottom line. With a larger market of 1.26 million tons per year in 2022, hyperloop stands 

to capture 22% of the market resulting in 350,000 tons of freight. 

Same Day Parcel Service: The GLHFS report indicated that same day parcel service is another potential 

freight market for hyperloop, and can afford to pay higher rates based on growing demand.  

Overall, the freight assessment within the study showed a freight forecast estimating 45% LTL Cargo, 

42% Express Parcel, and 13% Air Cargo in the Chicago-Cleveland-Pittsburgh market. The GLHFS indicated 

that hyperloop would not be competitive with rail for full container or truckload freight movement.  
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Capital Costs: The capital costs of hyperloop included the costs of the capsule, linear tube infrastructure, 

and stations. Figure 49 sorts the various capital cost elements identified within the GLHFS report.  

The following detail breaks down the GLHFS capital cost estimates for each alternative option. Values 

were rounded and include 30% contingency and 28% soft-cost factors according to the TEMS evaluation.  

Depending on which alternative is selected, the capital costs for the Chicago to Cleveland corridor 

ranges from $16.4 billion total ($48.6 million per mile) to $20.8 billion total ($65.9 million per mile). The 

Cleveland to Pittsburgh extension adds further costs. 

Cleveland to Chicago, No Stops 

 Straight Line Option $20.774 billion ($65.89 million per mile) 

o Guideway Infrastructure $14.095 billion 

o Stations & Vehicles $549 million 

o Guidance & Propulsion $6.131 billion 

 Toll Road Alternative $16.907 billion ($51.23 million per mile) 

o Guideway Infrastructure $8.446 billion 

o Stations & Vehicles $549 million 

o Guidance & Propulsion $7.912 billion 

 Hybrid Alternative: $16.366 billion ($48.56 million per mile) 

o Guideway Infrastructure $7.738 billion 

o Stations & Vehicles $549 million 

o Guidance & Propulsion $8.080 billion 

Cleveland to Chicago, Including Stops 

 Toll Road Alternative $17,371 billion ($52.64 million per mile) 

o Guideway Infrastructure $8.446 billion 

o Stations & Vehicles $1.013 billion 

o Guidance & Propulsion $7.912 billion 

 Hybrid Alternative: $16.598 billion ($49.25 million per mile) 

o Guideway Infrastructure $7.738 billion 

o Stations & Vehicles $781 million 

o Guidance & Propulsion $8.080 billion 

Cleveland to Pittsburgh via Cranberry ($8.404 billion, $60.59 million per mile) 

Capsule Cost Elements: 
Capsule Power 
Communications and Life 
Support Systems 
Passenger and Cargo Interiors 
Capsule bogies that contain 
levitations 
Motor 
Wheel Equipment 

Linear Elements 
Linear guideway (tube) 
Pylons 
Levitation System 
Propulsion System 
Control  
Communications 
Traffic Management System 
Power Supply 

Station Elements 
Space/Area 
Passenger circulation space 
Equipment 

Figure 49: Capital Cost Elements, Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study, December 2019 
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Cleveland to Pittsburgh via Airport ($9.112 billion, $64.22 million per mile) 

Operating Cost: Estimates for both fixed and variable operating costs were determined fixed and 

variable cost estimates for hyperloop service. Fixed costs included administration, guideway operations 

and maintenance, vacuum maintenance, station operations and maintenance, command and control, 

communication, and power supply. Variable costs included energy and fuel, crews, and equipment 

maintenance, insurance, marketing and sales expenses. The estimated operating costs for the GLHFS 

were $436.5 million a year in 2030 (in 2018 dollars). 

Figure 50 is provided from the GLHFS documentation: 

 

Figure 50 Hyperloop Passenger Service Operating Cost Estimate, Source: Great Lakes Hyperloop Feasibility Study, December 
2019 

Financial and Economic Analysis: The GLHFS included a financial and economic analysis that utilized the 

1997 FRA Commercial Feasibility Study P3 criteria. The analysis considered the system revenues from 

farebox and onboard sales revenue, against the operating and maintenance costs. This was utilized to 

determine if the system would operate in a positive surplus or in a negative deficit.  

Based on the analysis, the report indicated that an extension to Pittsburgh would double ridership and 

increase freight revenue by 250%. This extension was deemed more positive than the Youngstown 

extension based on the analysis results.  The Toll Road option performed better than the Hybrid option, 

and the report indicated that there is potential for a P3 to finance the Chicago to Pittsburgh toll road 

alternative alignment.  

As indicated previously, the analysis results indicated that there is a strong case for P3 opportunity to 

develop the Great Lakes Hyperloop projects. The report identified the components needed for both the 

private and public side of a successful partnership.  

The economic analysis considered various benefits to employment, income, and real estate property 

values. The projected employment growth within the hyperloop corridor between 2025 and 2050 was 
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determined to be over 931,000 at a rate of approximately 40,000 additional full-time jobs every year 

over the 25year timeframe. Within that same timeframe, personal income was projected to grow by 

more than $45.6 billion and real property value will grow by $75 billion. Property tax growth was 

anticipated to increase by $1.27 billion and the federal income tax growth is estimated to grow by more 

than $9.4 billion. Local income tax growth was estimated to grow by $2.02 billion by between 2025 and 

2050.  

Public Outreach: The NOACA conducted outreach as part of the GLHFS and worked with local and 

regional partner agencies. The agency set forth a stakeholder and partner engagement effort to inform 

and gather feedback. Regional stakeholders developed the 27-member Great Lakes Hyperloop 

Consortium with the goal to make hyperloop happen. The Consortium included major private 

enterprise, universities, economic development organizations, and research institutes.  

5.2.3 Hyperloop Commercial Feasibility Analysis: High Level Overview 
Website: https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view/dot/12308 

Organization: Prepared by Volpe, for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)  

Publication/Format: Study 

Authors: Catherine L. Taylor, David J. Hyde, and Lawrence C. Barr 

Date: July 2016 

Overview: The Volpe analysis for NASA provided a significant third-party review of hyperloop 

technology to provide decision-makers with data related to the technology, impact considerations, 

regulatory and policy considerations, and context of the technology development. The Volpe study 

illuminated where some of the technical gaps are in considering the technology for commercial and 

operational feasibility. 

The Volpe report was organized by major service and operational characteristics, as well as 

considerations such as energy use, capacity, interoperability, and costs. As a baseline, these 

characteristics were compared to baseline characteristics of air, maglev and HSR. A summary of these 

key comparisons is provided below: 

 Travel Time: Access/egress is unknown as there are few details related to potential security/TSA 

requirements for hyperloop. Security is a time factor that can either expedite or lengthen the 

travel time experience for hyperloop compared to other high-speed modes. HSR does not 

require TSA. The report compared the max and average speed of each of the technology, with 

Hyperloop as the highest ranging from 720-760 mph, followed by air travel (515 mph), Maglev 

(375 mph) and HSR (anywhere from 150-220 mph). The report indicated that hyperloop would 

not have the taxiing time of air travel or the intermediate stops of maglev or rail technology 

 Frequency: The report indicated that the Elon Musk “Hyperloop Alpha” reference of two- 

minute headways as contingent to supply and demand. Air travel and Amtrak services were 

provided as examples that have business plans to maximize booking and reduce walk-ups due to 

the operational costs rather than technology capability. These same considerations would be 

made for hyperloop services. Volpe’s analysis compared number of trips per hour with 

hyperloop providing anywhere from 30 to 120 trips per hour (based on analysis), three per hour 

https://rosap.ntl.bts.gov/view/dot/12308
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for Air Travel (Los Angeles to San Francisco), four per hour for Maglev (Shanghai), and 12 per 

hour with HSR (California High Speed Rail (CAHSR)).  

 User Costs: The study showed how costs for hyperloop tickets vary by reports, ranging from $10 

- $20. There is little information based on this cost and the report indicated that the prices were 

based on the market rather than what’s needed to cover operating costs. In an example of Los 

Angeles to San Francisco, the study provided the following cost synopsis:  

o Hyperloop $20 (not projected to cover costs) 

o Air $68-$200 

o Maglev $0.33 per mile 

o HSR $86 (CAHSR) 

o Authors indicated that funding sources are speculative but not defined. 

 Comfort: The Volpe report referenced some industry speculation related to passenger comfort 

at such high speeds, and the high speeds will require straighter alignments with gradual curves. 

Amenities such as seating comfort and space were addressed by maglev and HSR, but not with 

air travel.  

 Reliability: Hyperloop was touted as being more resilient to weather conditions than other 

travel modes because it operates inside a tube and is therefore more reliable. Volpe indicated 

that air travel is most affected by weather events, HSR is affected by snow rather than air 

events, and maglev can operate in all conditions.  

 Energy Consumption: The report indicated that hyperloop, maglev and HSR all have the 

potential on some level to be electrically powered.  

 Capacity: Hyperloop was indicated to have a maximum of 3,360 passengers per hour based on 

the “Hyperloop Alpha” vision of 28-passenger capsules operating with frequencies of 2 minutes, 

or 30 seconds during peak periods. There were concerns regarding the efficiency and financial 

viability raised when compared particularly to HSR with an hourly capacity of 12,000 per hour. 

The authors did indicate that changes in vehicle design to provide longer capsules or stacked 

infrastructure could improve the capacity.  

 System Resilience: Other modes were noted to provide the capability for conducting 

maintenance without shutting down the entire system. The report indicated that if maintenance 

is being conducted on the tube infrastructure, there would need to be multiple tubes along one 

line to provide a backup guideway, but there is little understanding at the time of the report of 

how maintenance would work, particularly with tube pressurization.  

 System Interoperability: Most high-speed technologies were identified to not be interoperable 

with other modes, particularly local transit (hyperloop, air or magnetic levitation technology). 

However, HSR does have the benefit of being interoperable with local rail technology.  

 Automation: Hyperloop was identified as being fully autonomous.  

An important topic within the Volpe was markets. The study indicated that the ideal hyperloop market is 

between 200-500 miles apart based on constructability, cost, and time efficiency. The commuter market 

was identified as the most applicable service type for hyperloop, particularly connecting to high density 

cities 

Regarding freight transport, the Volpe report stated that the cargo currently served by air would be the 

most likely market for hyperloop service. However, the hub-and-spoke network used for air package 

delivery by companies like UPS and FedEx still has advantages over hyperloop, which is a point-to-point 
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system. The hub-and-spoke system involves collecting cargo from multiple destinations, sorting it, and 

distributing it to multiple destinations. A hyperloop system would require an enormous investment to 

create a similar hub-and-spoke network as air freight. The Volpe study did not believe that hyperloop 

would cut significantly into either truck or rail freight. Distances shorter than 500 miles (the suggested 

range of hyperloop) can be covered in a day by truck. Rail is used to transport freight that is heavy and 

bulky and not time sensitive. Some developers have identified freight as a logical market to develop first 

because it would be less risky to test the technology on cargo than on people.  

Volpe analyzed the capital and operating costs introduced by the “Hyperloop Alpha” white paper and 

compares them to other modes. Hyperloop costs ranged from $17 million per mile to $25-27 million per 

mile for at-grade with no cost of land included. Costs for under water are noted as $64 million a mile. 

There were some questions raised to the validity of the costs, and the fact that they do not include land 

acquisition, planning, and design. These costs were compared to $63-65 million for HSR (CAHSR), $132 

million per mile for maglev (Baltimore-Washington), and $1.2 -$3 billion for additional runway (Atlanta 

and Philadelphia).  

The Volpe report indicated that there are areas that may lead to costs above what is identified in the 

“Hyperloop Alpha” report: tube construction, pylon construction, tunnel construction, station 

construction and vacuum pumps, permits and land acquisition. Several operating and maintenance 

elements were not accounted for either, including daily management and dispatch, management and 

planning, stations, infrastructure inspections, and infrastructure maintenance.  

The Volpe report identified various regulatory issues and considerations. There is little known of which 

federal agency would be involved in safety, and at what level. There is still a question of public funding 

or subsidy related to hyperloop. 

There were safety questions raised related to passenger emergencies and evacuation. In the event of a 

serious incident, passengers may lose oxygen, and oxygen masks would have to be deployed. Emergency 

safety evacuations would necessitate the need for escape hatches, but the report noted that these 

could be a technical challenge as they would likely create pressure leakage in the capsules.  While some 

environmental hazards are considered in designs that incorporate infrastructure flexibility for events like 

earthquakes, other questions were raised within the report related to wind impacts for elevated 

systems.  

Key Takeaways: 

The Volpe report provided a list of key research questions for consideration as the technology continues 

to develop:  

1. Generally, the noise impacts are unknown 

2. The hyperloop infrastructure weight is unknown 

3. There is little detail or understanding of the challenges faced with building the hyperloop 

infrastructure under water 

4. It is unknown if the capsule sizes can be larger to increase capacity or allow for the size of 

shipping containers, and the kind of modifications that would be needed for the tube. 

5. How the system can be modified to also provide local services  
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5.2.4 Hyperloop – Opportunity for UK Supply Chain 
Website: https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/media.ts.catapult/wp-

content/uploads/2018/10/08153525/00601_Hyperloop-Report.pdf 

Organization: Innovate UK 

Publication/Format: Study/Final Report 

Authors: Transport Systems Catapult with assistance from High Value Manufacturing Catapult 

Date: September 2018 

Overview: The purpose of this report was to identify potential opportunities for hyperloop to provide 

jobs and growth within the UK supply chain. The report provided a background on hyperloop and 

“Hyperloop Alpha” paper.  

The team consulted with academia and hyperloop developers to prepare the report. While the focus 

was in bringing hyperloop to the UK, the report did provide background and context, a description of the 

technology and various developers, and the various visions of hyperloop that have been created to date. 

The report outlined the applications of hyperloop, including freight distribution as shown in Figure 51. 

Catapult’s report provided requirements and challenges related to hyperloop. Main challenges include: 

 Overarching Capability Needs: Risk management, systems engineering, project management, 

business case development 

 Planning: Power requirements, route alignment optimization, operational planning and system 

robustness 

Figure 51: TransPod Concept of Future Freight Distribution Network  
Image Source: Hyperloop-Opportunity for UK Supply Chain, Innovate UK, September 2018 

Photo Source: Hyperloop-Opportunity for UK Supply Chain, Innovate UK, September 2018 

https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/media.ts.catapult/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/08153525/00601_Hyperloop-Report.pdf
https://s3-eu-west-1.amazonaws.com/media.ts.catapult/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/08153525/00601_Hyperloop-Report.pdf
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 Governance: Legislative challenges; development of standards, regulations and approval; 

insurance; and land acquisition/right-of-way 

 Construction: Tunneling, vehicle depots, above ground tube, stations and vehicle assembly  

 Creating Enterprise Business Models: Private financing, intellectual considerations 

 System Design and Technical Development: Optimal tube design and construction methods, 

designing power source and test plans, creating optimal vehicle design, designing digital 

infrastructure, and creating optimal station design 

 Operations: Ticketing, station management and customer service, control and monitoring, 

contingency plans, vehicle maintenance and infrastructure maintenance 

The conclusion of the study was that there are still some technical areas where more development is 

needed, including energy storage, thermal management, propulsion and connectivity.  

5.2.5 Hyperloop Alpha, Elon Musk 
Website: https://www.spacex.com/sites/spacex/files/hyperloop_alpha.pdf 

Authors: Elon Musk 

Publication/Format: White Paper 

Date: 2013 

Overview: Elon Musk produced his paper 

Hyperloop Alpha following the announcement of 

high-speed rail in California. Musk illustrated a 

vision of an open-sourced concept for an alternate 

technology to high speed travel that is safer, faster, 

cheaper, convenient, sustainable, and immune to 

weather and natural disasters. The paper described 

that the ideal use of hyperloop concept is for “high 

traffic city pairs that are less than 1500 km or 900 

miles apart” for commuter trips. Musk described a 

hyperloop system that travels within a tube below 

or at-grade (likened to pneumatic tubes to carry 

mail). The paper focused on explaining the theory 

of how a hyperloop technology could work, in comparison to high speed rail technology, along with 

benefits and estimated costs. 

Figure 52: Elon Musk's Hyperloop Alpha Concept Sketches, Photo Source: 
Hyperloop Alpha, 2013 

https://www.spacex.com/sites/spacex/files/hyperloop_alpha.pdf
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Musk explained the technology as 

consisting of low-pressure tubes 

with capsules/pods that are 

supported by air and accelerated 

with a magnetic accelerator to 

travel at rapid speeds within the 

tube. Travel speeds range between 

300 to 760 mph depending on 

geography and route configuration. 

Tubes were described as steel, and 

ideally constructed with two tubes 

together, side-by-side to allow for 

simultaneous, bi-directional travel. 

Several benefits are listed related 

to the construction of a tube rather 

than tracks – The tube could be 

constructed in prefabricated sections and dropped into place, and the tube can also be constructed on 

top of pylons to avoid large ROW purchases and following interstate corridors.   

The tops of the tubes would have solar panels to power the system, while batteries provide power and 

redundant, backup emergency supply if needed. Pylons placed every 100 feet can support the tubes. Air 

bearings and suspension could guide the capsule within the tube to provide a smooth ride. No 

propulsion is needed for 90% of a trip. Musk described passenger and cargo capsules to transport 

people, vehicles and freight.  

The hyperloop system was envisioned to connect major cities, with stations that act as branches from 

the main system to meet various transport destinations. 

Musk focused on a route that connects San Francisco to Los Angeles in California, siting a travel time of 

35 minutes. The route could have two-minutes headways, with 28 passengers per capsule. The overall 

capacity between Los Angeles is stated to achieve 840 passengers an hour; or six million annually. The 

route would travel across 25,000 pillars, as well as a 15-mile tunneled section.  

Figure 53: Elon Musk Hyperloop Tube Cutaway Illustration, Photo Source: 

Hyperloop Alpha, 2013 
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Stations and corresponding population served 

included Los Angeles (18.1 million), San 

Francisco/San Jose (8.4 million), San Diego (3.1 

million), Sacramento (2.6 million), and Fresno (1.1 

million). The connection between Los Angeles and 

San Francisco has a travel shed of 6 million.  

The total estimated cost for the hyperloop from 

Los Angeles to San Francisco was $7.5 Billion. The 

estimate included 20 cargo capsules ($30.5 

million), 30 passenger capsules, the tube ($7 

Billion). The authors amortized $6 billion over 20 

years for 7.4 million trips and estimated a one-way 

ticket cost of $20 for a passenger hyperloop.  

The user could expect electronic ticketing and 

luggage limitation for the commuter service. 

Stations would have a continuous passenger flow 

rather than pulsed wait time to avoid long weight 

times and delays.  

The white paper encouraged the development and 

testing of hyperloop, and requested feedback from the industry to improve the concept. 

5.2.6 Missouri Blue Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop 
Website: https://www.house.mo.gov/pr/HyperloopReport.pdf 

Organization: Missouri Blue Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop 

Authors: Prepared by the Blue Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop for the Honorable Elijah Haahr, Speaker of 

the Missouri House of Representatives 

Publication/Format: Missouri Blue Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop 

Date: 2019 

Contributors: Black & Veatch, Olsson, The University of Missouri, MODOT, Washington University, The 

Missouri Chamber of Commerce and Industry, Economic Leadership Group, VHO, and Akin Gump. 

Advisement provided by Steven R. Schultz, General Counsel for Purdue University and Timothy 

Wilschetz, Adjunct Professor of Engineering at Purdue University  

Date: July 2019 

Overview: The Missouri Blue Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop (BRPH) was established March 12, 2019 to 

determine appropriate steps to determine opportunities to advance hyperloop in the State of Missouri. 

The report developed by the Blue Ribbon Panel utilized findings from the 2018 Black and Veatch 

Hyperloop Feasibility Study to establish benefits to building hyperloop in the state, including: economic 

development and improving global competitiveness for jobs, leveraging the University of Missouri to 

 

Figure 54: Hyperloop Alpha, Elon Musk: Hyperloop Route 

https://www.house.mo.gov/pr/HyperloopReport.pdf
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establish a research and development consortium, and to support manufacturing and farmers with 

potential hyperloop freight delivery.  

This report provided actual results from a hyperloop feasibility study, as well as an example of state 

efforts to enable hyperloop as a technology based on the benefits evaluated.  

The following results are summarized from the Study: 

 Estimated annual economic impact: $1.67-$3.68 billion 

 7,600 to 17,200 new jobs created 

 Increased real estate values 

 Strengthening in specific markets: automotive, chemical, business services, tech, transportation 

and logistics, and aerospace 

 Increased tax revenues 

 A reduction of more than 530,000 metric tons of CO2 emissions.  

Recommendations from the BRPH include: 

 Construct a National Certification Track as the first phase of Missouri Hyperloop 

 Establish a P3 to explore funding mechanisms to develop a National Certification Track 

 Convene a consortium of universities around an “International Tube Transport Center of 

Excellence”, with the University of Missouri as the lead 

The report indicated that a certification track should be between 12 – 15 miles and include vacuum 

tubes, pylons, high speed switches, airlocks, magnetic levitation and propulsion system, guidance 

system, pods and a portal. The report also indicated that a track should move along natural elevation 

changes for proper testing and be interoperable with any developer of hyperloop technology, which was 

acknowledged to have challenges due to space constraints within a tube. The BRPH report indicated that 

there is no regulatory framework for certification or governance of hyperloop technology in the U.S. 

The BRPH provided a regulator roadmap within the report for building a phased hyperloop track. The 

NETT Council will determine the lead federal agency over hyperloop certification. Potential regulatory 

agencies leading or involved could include the FRA, the Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety 

Administration (PHMSA), the FHWA, FTA or FAA. The lead agency will likely undertake the NEPA 

requirements. The BRPH report explored potential sponsoring agencies such as a new Transportation 

Corporation, a Transportation Development District of a Special-Purpose Authority. The project sponsor 

would develop a financial plan and establish the appropriate private sector partners to develop the 

project. 

The BRPH report recommended that the project should be built in a phased approach through a 

determined partnership model to first build a certification track, then build a commercial route to 

operate. The BRPH suggested a “Missouri Hyperloop Corporation” to organize the public and private 

partners. Shows a potential P3 structure, shown in Figure 55. 
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The Black and Veatch analysis results were provided within the report, showing estimated construction 

impacts, operational impacts and the economic impacts to tourism. The analysis also provided the 

number and costs associated with reduced crashes along interstates, reduced costs of interstate repair, 

reduced emission and greenhouse gas benefits, energy benefits, freight benefits, and tax benefits from 

transit-oriented development. The BRPH report appendix provided substantial methodologies for 

determining market clusters and analyzing/calculating the benefits.  

Within the appendix, there was also a reference to hyperloop risks to be considered. These are 

important to consider as communities decide how to move forward. Risks that may convey to other 

communities (not specific to Missouri) include: 

 The technology does not work as tested over long distances 

 The technology is not commercially self-sustaining, requiring a government subsidy 

 Technology cannot be certified by U.S. regulators for human safety 

 A project cannot attract significant capital investment  

 Private sector will not want to take on the project risk of a technology that has not been 

implemented on a commercial scale 

 Advanced technologies render hyperloop irrelevant  

 The system cannot reach reported speeds 

Figure 55 The Missouri Hyperloop Project P3 Concept, Source: Missouri Blue 
Ribbon Panel on Hyperloop Report, 2019 
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5.2.7 Ultra-High-Speed Ground Transportation Business Case Analysis  
Website: https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/planning/studies/ultra-high-speed-travel/2019-business-case-

analysis  

Organization: Washington State Department of Transportation (DOT) 

Authors: Prepared by WSP for Washington State DOT 

Publication/Format: Business Case Analysis, Final Report 

Date: July 2019 

Overview: The Ultra-High-Speed Ground Transportation (UHSGT) Business Case Analysis was the result 

of a collaborative process between states of Washington and Oregon, the province of British Columbia, 

and Microsoft. The study focused on the Cascadia Innovation Corridor – a technology corridor 

encompassing transportation, research and education. The corridor connects Vancouver, British 

Columbia, Seattle, Washington, and Portland, Oregon. The vision elements of the study included 

connectivity and community, leadership and prosperity, environmental stewardship, ease of travel, 

economy/access/affordability, and tourism.  

A ridership survey indicated that the UHSGT would capture the regional air market almost completely 

and reduces the use of automobiles for the regional intercity market. 

The UHSGT focused on high-speed rail, with considerations of technology options for high-speed 

transport. Hyperloop is one of these considerations based on anticipated speeds that are higher than air 

travel. Hyperloop was referenced as having a smaller footprint which may reduce the capital cost, and 

having efficiencies such as fewer moving parts and reduced aerodynamic drag that may reduce the cost 

of operations and maintenance.  This study utilized VHO technical assistance in providing hyperloop data 

related to route geometry and speeds. Similar to references from developers, the higher speeds require 

straighter corridors.  

The report importantly identified several potential risks and challenges related to the unproven 

technology, including: 

 Delivery: The technology has not been deployed beyond test tracks 

 Competitiveness: Actual analysis of hyperloop speeds along the corridor in comparison to HSR 

advancements would need to continue to be tested 

 Costs: The lack of a commercially deployed systems leaves some cost unknowns.  

 Revenue: Fare costs and potential revenues are unknown. 

 Speed vs. Capacity: Further analysis is needed to address high intercity demand with smaller 

capacity, 28-passenger capsules 

 Alignment Design: In order to maintain a straight vertical/horizontal alignment, additional 

design may be needed to incorporate elevated or tunneled sections of hyperloop. These 

infrastructure components would have additional unknown costs.  

 Safety: Emergency stopping and evacuations from high speeds will need to be tested further. 

 Approvals and Regulations -  There are still unknown processes for hyperloop, which may add 

additional time and complexity to work through both U.S. and Canadian governments. 

https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/planning/studies/ultra-high-speed-travel/2019-business-case-analysis
https://www.wsdot.wa.gov/planning/studies/ultra-high-speed-travel/2019-business-case-analysis
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5.2.8 KPMG Pre-Feasibility study Stockholm-Helsinki using Hyperloop One 

technology, Short Summary 
Website: https://archive.org/details/KPMGPreFeasibilityStudyStockholmHelsinki/page/n11/mode/2up 

Organization: KPMG 

Authors: KPMG, with Setterwalls and Ramboll  

Publication/Format: Pre-Feasibility Study 

Date: July 2016 

Overview: A pre-feasibility study was conducted in 2016 to connect Finland and Sweden. The study 

indicated that the 500 kilometer (310 mile) trip would take approximately 30 minutes and serve five 

million people. This was accomplished through a consortium of multiple stakeholders.  

The concept considered three types of construction of the hyperloop tubes: on pylon structures, below 

ground, and a sub-sea tunnel where necessary. The total cost estimate was 19 EUR billion (20 billion in 

USD), including capital costs, capsules and gliding stock, contingency and overhead.  The timeframe for 

construction was estimated to be eight years, with three to four years for detailed design, legal and 

procurement work, and another three years for environmental permitting (for a total of 12-15 years). 

The study indicated that the project can be built in phases (likely in two phases) to connect the Swedish 

to Finnish corridor first, and then the International corridor. This poses various international legal 

questions.  

5.2.9 Possibility of a Hyperloop Future for North Carolina’s Research Triangle 

Region 
Website: https://letsgetmoving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/RTA-Concept-Report-Hyperloop-

AECOM-Jl19.pdf 

Organization: Regional Transportation Alliance Business Leadership  

Authors: AECOM and VHO 

Publication/Format: Study/Report 

Date: 2019 

Overview: AECOM conducted a pre-feasibility analysis for the Regional Transportation Alliance (RTA) in 

North Carolina to assess the opportunities for hyperloop in the Research Triangle region. AECOM 

completed the analysis utilizing data from VHO. Materials from the study and website describe the 

passenger and freight capabilities of hyperloop. Potential speeds referenced within the report are 670 

mph, with references to 240 mph achieved at the date of the report. Rather than referencing competing 

modes, the AECOM report indicates that hyperloop will augment rather than replace existing intercity 

modes of travel (bus, highway, regional air, and rail).  

From a design standpoint, the study indicated that ROW widths can be as narrow as 15 to 20 feet with 

stations (portals) anywhere from 10 to 100 miles apart.  

https://archive.org/details/KPMGPreFeasibilityStudyStockholmHelsinki/page/n11/mode/2up
https://letsgetmoving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/RTA-Concept-Report-Hyperloop-AECOM-Jl19.pdf
https://letsgetmoving.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/RTA-Concept-Report-Hyperloop-AECOM-Jl19.pdf
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The corridor intended to connect major centers within the region including 30 miles between Raleigh 

and Chapel Hill, and 27 miles between Raleigh and Durham. The study indicated that the top speed 

would be 358 mph (between Raleigh and Chapel Hill), with an average speed of 187 mph. The full 

corridor had an estimated travel time of less than 18 minutes. This corridor provides connections to 

various university areas, downtowns, the international airport and Research Triangle Park. The report 

provided general project delivery process and next steps for evaluation of a corridor and potential 

connections in the future. 

5.2.10 Rapid Speed Transportation Initiative  
Website: https://www.morpc.org/program-service/rapid-speed-transportation-initiative/ 

Organization: Mid-Ohio Regional Planning Commission (MORPC) 

Authors: MORPC in coordination with VHO 

Publication/Format: Study 

Date: Ongoing: The Rapid Speed Transportation Initiative was anticipated to release results and 

documentation at the end of 2019. At the writing of this document, the plan has not yet been released. 

Additional information available will be updated as part of the Final Documentation, as available.  

Overview: The MORPC is conducting a hyperloop study in partnership with VHO to analyze hyperloop 

technology to connect Columbus, Pittsburg and Chicago. This is the result of their winning submittal to 

the Hyperloop One Global Challenge in 2017 – with the Midwest Connect Initiative. There has been a 

feasibility study and EA along the corridor, which will analyze both rail and hyperloop technology along 

the corridor. Two studies included a feasibility study of hyperloop technology along the corridor, as well 

as components of a Tier 1 Environmental Impact Statement (EIS). The project benefits identified include 

to following: 

 Maintains competitive infrastructure 

 Adds value with additional transportation modes without more highway or passenger rail 

facilities 

 Opportunity for a mega-region 

 Links businesses, universities and institutions, logistics, and sports destinations 

 Provides opportunity to move freight and cargo 

Midwest Connect Feasibility Study: The Midwest Connect Feasibility Study built on the MORPC 

Hyperloop One Global Challenge submittal to evaluate two routes connecting Columbus to Pittsburgh 

and Chicago (including the cities of Chicago, Fort Wayne, Lima, Marysville, Columbus, and Pittsburgh). 

One option followed the initial rail corridor route proposed as part of the Hyperloop One Global 

Challenge. The second option allowed for higher speeds.  

The Midwest Connect Feasibility Study explored travel demand, economic benefits, cost estimates, 

potential implementation strategies and public engagement to guide potential federal environmental 

work.  

Environmental Impact Statement Components Study: An EIS was conducted by MORPC and its partner 

agencies, for rapid speed service between Chicago, Columbus and Pittsburgh. A review of the website 

https://www.morpc.org/program-service/rapid-speed-transportation-initiative/
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indicated that the study complements and incorporates a Tier I EIS for passenger rail that began in 2013. 

The emphasis of the original study was to address freight congestion between Chicago and Columbus. 

The 2019 effort will document the analysis of passenger rail and hyperloop for route alternatives.   

5.2.11 TransPod Initial Order of Magnitude Analysis for TransPod Hyperloop 

System Infrastructure: Preliminary Basis of Design 
Website: https://transpod.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/TransPod-infrastructure_EN_July-17-

update2.pdf 

Organization: TransPod in collaboration with REC Architecture 

Publication/Format: Report 

Date: July 13, 2017  

Overview: The purpose of the TransPod Initial Order of Magnitude (IOM) analysis was to outline cost 

estimates based on existing concept design. The TransPod hyperloop design was described as “a 

combination of electromagnetics, mechanical engineering, and signal processing design.” The document 

described the technology and benefits to considering hyperloop tubes rather than high speed rail tracks. 

The report assumed hyperloop can utilize straight highway alignments.  

Design Assumptions: While TransPod outlined three variations for 

transport tubes: elevated, at-grade and underground; the elevated 

structure was identified as having the greatest benefit due to safety and 

cost. A typical system design (“Scenario A”) would include piers every 25 

meters (82 feet), emergency exists every 600 meters (2,000 feet), pumping 

stations and electrical controls every 250 meters (820 feet), and a power 

substation every five kilometers (3,280 feet).  

A typical corridor was described as 40 meters (131 feet) wide. Structural 

elements included steel bracings, standard galvanized framing, solar 

panels along the top of the tube, and a catwalk for maintenance access. 

The IOM report referenced the NFPA 130 regulation requiring four 

emergency exits per 1.2 kilometer (approximately 4,000 feet), with two 

on each side. Figure 56 is a diagram illustrating a typical cross-section for the elevated TransPod 

hyperloop structure shown within the report.  

The cost estimate provided within the TransPod IOM report assumed $28,895,000 CAD ($20,705,501 

USD) per kilometer for Scenario A. This cost included piers, galvanized metal ladder, galvanized catwalk, 

the hyperloop tube, solar panels, emergency exists, service road, power substation, service compound, 

indirect costs and contingencies and risks.  

 
 

 

Figure 56: TransPod Pier Typical Span 
Cross Section, Source: TransPod 

https://transpod.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/TransPod-infrastructure_EN_July-17-update2.pdf
https://transpod.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/07/TransPod-infrastructure_EN_July-17-update2.pdf
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Appendix – Articles  
A matrix of articles will be provided at the completion of the study.  

 


